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ABSTRACT
This exploratory study examined the nature of the recentiy conceptuaiised notion of
executive hubris; and in particular the effect it may have on how chief executive
officers in small to medium sized enterprises make their strategic management
decisions. It was designed to explore executive hubris and strategic decision making in
a limited sample of executives. On this basis the results are limited to this shrdy and are
not generalisable. A core aim of the study however; was to test qualitatively and
quantitatively in a fundamental, exploratmy way; Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005)
propositions that executive hubris has an effect on how these decisions are made;
employing basic descriptive statistical data, specifically with a view to attempt to
provide assistance and direction to future researchers.

The limited body of current research on the possible effects of executive hubris on the
decision-making process was explored, with reference to the Human Resource
Management; Management; Psychoiogy; Small Business; and Strategic _Management
literatures. References to the Psychology literatme however; were limited to specific
references to Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) framework for exploring the possible effect
of executive hubris on the decision-making and the allied Core Self Evaluation
construct. The blendii1g of the literature facilitated an understanding of the connection
between the conceptual basis of executive hubris and its possible effect on the business
strategies and decision making process of chief executive officers u1 Smail and JV[edium
Sized Enterprises.
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A recent foundation study ·conducted between April and June 2005, compnsmg an
extensive review of the relevant literature and six preliminary interviews, was
employed to inform the design of the core study and fine tune the core self evaluation
instnunent based on feedback from the preliminary sample of respondents. The core
study conducted between July and October 2005 comprises a dual-phase qualitative
exploration; and a preliminary descriptive statistical exploration of executive hubris.

A tendency toward elevated self evaluation of four key personality traits; executive
hubris was repmted by seven CEOs in SMEs in a regional city of l. lM people within
South Vfestem Australia between July and October 2005.

Results of the study suggest that executive hubris has a negative effect on a small to
medium enterprise's chief executive officer's decision-making process and decision
quality. To mitigate its negative effects, chief executive officers should aim to raise
self-awareness of executive hubris in their personaiity, employing the CSE instrument
as a usefo1 and relevant mitigation tool.
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C HAPTER 1 : I NTRt)DUCTiON
rl. '1 Background to the Research
"Fro/JI /1/fle acoms, migh�y oaks do gmw. "
-· Old h'ng!ish Proverb (4nonymm1.,)
Although small to medium enterprises ( SMEs) are labeled "small business" m
Australia, they represent ninety seven percent of the J ,28 i ,700 registered businesses
(The Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2005). for the largest sector in the Australian
economy, research and support for SJ\AEs has been sparse over the last nineteen years
(Reaver & Prince .. 2004; Jocwnscn, 200 4; McLarty, 2005; Pc rnberlon & Stonehouse;.
2002).
Theories and frarneworks of strategic planning rernain in the domain of academics and
external observers (Pemberton & Stonehouse, 2002). SME m anagers remain
unconvinced or unaware of the benefits of strategic planning; with most S iVHi strategy
focusing on the operational level (Pemberton et al, 2002). Considering the importance
of the quality of SME strategic management (SM) decisions needed for effective
strategic planning and perfonnancc, further research on how chief executive offi<.:crs
(CEOs) \vithin SMEs make decisions is imperative.
The current climate for SMEs is one of' high attrition (Beaver, 2002 ; McLarty, 2005);
operating with the poor fit between corporate SlVl concepts and frameworks employed,
and the relevant SME CEO decision-making processes . (Beaver, 2002; Gibb, 2000;
McLarty, 2005). It is has also been argued in recent commentaries, that successive
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government policy and program interventions have done little to improve the situation
since 2000. (Beaver, 2002; Gibb, 2000; McLarty, 2005).

1. 2 Role, Credentials, and Approach of the Researcher

To ensure the provision of sound insights for the study and its findings, the researcher
draws on his experience as a business consultant with over 30 years background in the
SME sector. With an affiliation within a well established business consultancy; the
author furnishes ongoing SM services and support to SME business owners and CEOs.
These services include, but are not limited to: facilitating strategic visions; missions;
and pians. This broad practical expetience within the SME context on SIVf issues,
provide a rich experience base on which to employ observations gained in practice, to
the study's key research questions. As a result, this experience provides practical
insights to inform this study and its findings.

The researcher has a keen interest in providing management tools that may assist SIVIE
CEOs in their effort to improve their management practice. This interest motivated the
researcher to iook cioser and seek a device such as CSE to support more self
assessment and improved decision making on the part of CEOs. Given the sparseness
of research and support in the field of SM in SIVIEs for CEOs, it provides the challenge
and an ideal opportunity to work on the important task of developing management tools
to support effective decision making and by extension- business outcomes.
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This current research aims to support improvements m future CEO decision making
practice throurJ1 the exploration of FJ-J , measured through Bono Ercz and Thoresen 's
(2003) Core Sel f Eva l uation (CSE) instru ment termed the Core Sel f Eval uation Scale
(CS ES), and relevant material from the current SM literature. A test of this instrument
for future consulting use, although limited from an academic perspective; aims to
provide insights and guidance for future researchers and practitioners interested 111
considering this promising new development.

1 .3 Research Problem
The problem addressed in this research is as foHows :
Does (�xccutivc hubris have an effed on how CEOs with i n SM Es make
strategic management decisions?
Tn addressing this question, the relevant literature on ex(;eutivc hubris and SM will he
explored to provide operational definitions and a conceptual platform for a limited ficid
st11dy of SME decisioiHnaking in seven SME organisations, based in Southwest
Australia.
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As the Australian small business sector generates employment for approximately forty
n i ne percent of private sector employees (Th e Australian Bureau or Statistics, 2005b); it
plays an essential role in the health of Australia' s economy. It is not just in Austral ia
that the importance of SMEs to the economy is evident (Hiil & Wright, 200 1). For
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e xample, SMEs make up the largest proportion of enterprises in all economics globally
(Hill & Wright, ?.00 1 ).
Further, Hill and Wright (200 I ), caution that the increasingly important role of small
firms in these economies must not be understated. In view of this, the lack of current
research into S IV1Es and lack of attention to their high attrition rate remains as a major
paradox w ith in the sphere of commercial activity (ReavcL. 2002; Jocumscn, 2004;
ivlcLarty, 200 5 ; Pemberton & Stonehouse, 2002).

1.5 Supporting Methodology
The following overview outi incs I. he desk and field research undertaken for th is st udy
between July and October 2005 . These steps and the explanation for the chosen
approach are elaborated in Chapter 5 .
The flrst step was a review

or the relevant literature o utlined in Chapter 2 , to establish

the connection between EH;

srvr dec ision-making and SMEs.

A Key outcome of the

review is captured in Figure 2 . 1 , page 39, which provides the key operational
definitions for the SM and decision-making elements of the research which reiate to
SJ'vTEs . The literatme review was also employed to generate the author' s conceptual
mode l relating SM and CSE elements with i n the context of STvfE CEOs portrayed in
Figure 2 .2 , page 48.
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The second step was a preliminary test of Bono Ercz and Thoresen ' s (2003) CSE
instrument with a small sainple of six respondents in the Southwest of Western
/\ns! ra l i a between April and July, 2005 . This faci l itated !he fine t un i ng of tile CSE
instrument and also ensured an understanding of the improved quality of responses
from the executives surveyed in the subsequent core study outlined in Chapter 4 . The
researcher gained a familiarity with the application of the CSE instrument in
accordance with Hambrick and Hil1er' s (2.00S) guidelines and intent. The prei iminary
study also facilitated and informed the design of the core study.
The third step was the development and employment of a new sarnpie of seven
respondents and application of the fine tmwd CSE instrument o utlined in Chapter 4 .
The core study employed a pri marily qual ilative approach to explore the relationsh ip
between EH and strategic decision making in the context of SMEs operating in a
regional city of 1 . i M people within South Western Australia. A quantitative component
was added to provide a limited test of the CSE instnnnent. Directional Hypotheses were
clcvclopccl lo facilitate th is lest as outl ined i n Chapter 6 .
Within this small sample of seven CEOs in seven respondents, Hambrick and Biller's
(2005) questionnaire was employed first, as outlined in Chapter 4, section 4.6 . l . This
questionnaire expl ores these authors ' seven propos itions outlined in Chapter · section
2 .4.3, wh ich predict the possibie effects EH may have on a CEO' s decision making
process (Sec Figure 2 . 5 , page 53); decision quality; and organisational perfonnance;
which is outlined in Chapter 2, section 2 A . 3 .
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Hambrick and Hiller (2005) have developed an integrated set of propositions that
describe the effect (Hyper-) CSE will have on SME CEOs' strategic decision processes;
choices; and subsequent organisationai performance. Based on their recent research,
Hambrick and Hiller (2005) suggest that the greater the level of CSE a CEO possesses,
the greater will be the undesirable effect on strategic process and /or, executives'
sh·ategic choices; and those choices made, in turn will result in extreme organisational
performance. For example, big wins and big iosses (Hambrick & Hiller, 2005). These
predicted effects are portrayed in Figure 2.5, page 53. This tool outlined in Chapter 2
and presented Lll appendix B l on page 163, is designed to tap the CSE construct.

Once the Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) questionnaire had been completed by the
subjects, the fine-tuned Bono, Erez, Judge, and Thorensen's (2003) CSES outlined in
Chapter 4, was employed to attempt to measure Hambrick and Biller's (2005)
questionnaire data. Whilst Hambrick and Hiller's (2005) CSE tool is designed to tap
these authors' CSE construct, Bono, Erez, Judge, and Thorensen's (2003) CSES is
designed to measure the levels of certain key personality traits Hambrick and Hilier's
(2005) CSE tool drilled down to, whilst tapping the CSE construct.

Bono, Erez, Judge, ai1d Thorensen's (2003) CSES measures these key personality traits
by exploring the levels of four of the "Big Five" personality traits evident in each of
the subjects' personalities, as reported by these subjects in Hambrick and Hilier's
(2005) questionnaire. These four "Big Five" personality traits are anchored in the
conceptual space within the core of the EH construct portrayed in Figure 2.2, page 48.
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How the Bono, Erez, Judge, and. Thorensen' s (2003) CSES measures the subjects'
responses to Hambrick and Hiller's (2005) questionnaire is along a distribution scale
continuum, and those measurements on the continuum determine if EH may be present
in any of the subjects' personalities. For example, along this continuum there is an
optimum level where the four of these "Big five" represent effective decision making in
executives as outlined in Chapter 5. Any level above that optimum may result in
ineffective decision-making.

Hambrick and Hiller (2005) suggest the four "Big five" overlapping personality trait
concepts are present in an individual at any time within these authors' CSE conceptual
space and may be identified by tapping that space. Hambrick and Hiller's (2005)
findings support those of Bono et al (2003), who assert that the CSES is the most
accmate instrument yet, that measmes the negative impact too high a level of any of the
"Big five" personality traits identified during the tapping, has on career success rates.
In conclusion, the unique combination of these elements with the SM literature is the
essence of this thesis. The SM literature explains executive decision-making from a
specific high level process perspective, whereas CSE and EH explains executive
decision-making from a cognitive, individual decision-making perspective.

The fourth step was a limited test of the efficacy of the CSES outlined in Chapter 5,
section 5 .3. A result of the fairly equal distribution; minimal variance and deviation of
the data around the arithmetic mean; it may be stated with a 95% confidence interval
that the shape of the. data is fairly symmetrical, with a skewness of only 0.309687;
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which provides confidence that the sample data set is representative of the individual
respondents' CSE levels. This suggests that Bono, Erez, Judge and Thorensen' s (2003)
1 2 Item CSES measure may be, within the confines of the hrnited sample size, a valid
and reliable measure of the CSE levels apparent in the subjects' personalities.

The fifth step was to determine whether there was any s upport for Hambrick and
Biller's (2005) assertions regarding optimum and (Hyper-) Core CSE levels. The
researcher explored whether there was any correlation between the reverse coded self reported results in this cmrent study presented in Table 5 .4 on page 97 and the results
from the in-depth interview. This analysis also factlitated a detennination as to whether
there was any support for the three preliminary hypotheses postulated by the researcher.
The findings from this analysis of these two data sets are presented in Chapter five.
Whilst the findings are not generalisable, the support methodology employed, sought to
support a logical and systematic investigation of EH and CSE as possible influences on
SIVIE executive decision-making.

1 . 6 Outline of the Thesis
This thesis is presented in six chapters. Chapter 1 presents the objectives, rationale,
definitions, assumptions; limitations; and an outline of the thesis. Chapter 2 examines
the literature in two areas. The first is the ways in which SMEs make SM decisions.
Very few dimensions of the ways SMEs make SM decisions have been identified and
studied between 1 978 and 2005. They include personality traits (Kets De Vries; Miller
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&

Toulouse,

1 982;

Miiler

&

Toulouse,

1 986,

1 986a,

1 986b;

Kahn

&

Manopichetwattana, 1 989; Hodgkinson, 1 992 ; Sauner-Leroy, 2004; Hambrick & Hiller,
200 5); regulatmy fit (Higgins, 2000); speed (Joyce & Woods, 2003 ; Forbes, 2005); and
formal versus infonnal (Beaver, 2002) . These writers suggest that personality plays a
key role in the way SME CEOs make decisions; in terms of speed; quality and level of
formality.
The second area is the literature on connecting SMEs and decision-making. The range
of approaches SME executives work by to make decisions have been identified and
studied in a limited body of work between 1 978 and 2005. They include strategic plans
(Pemberton & Stonehouse, 2002), which contains little empirical research into SME
strategic planning.
Chapter 3 outlines the research framework (See figure 3 . 1 , page7 1 ) . This describes the
relationship between Hambrick and Biller' s (2005) EH concept; the decision process;
decision quality; and organisational perforn.mnce presented in the SME SMDM model .
It is anticipated that the long tenn result the SME SMDM model may be an increased
ability to predict the outcome of how the SIV.1E CEO' s decision process affects the
quality of the decision made; which in turn may affect organisational performance.
This model may assist in developing insights and thinking for CEO' s, so they may
make better quality decisions by being aware of the way their personality traits and the
means used to make .those decisions may determine success or failure . Without such
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knowledge SMEs may continue to suffer high attrition rates due to their CEO's
inability to comprehend and act on the personality factors that contribute to the
attrition.

Chapter 4 outlines the methodology and the qualitative and quantitative approaches
employed. The study is exploratory; employing open-ended questions and a strnctured
questionnaire to examii1e and measure responses to the CSE instrument amongst a
small sample of SME executives.

Whilst the study represents a preliminary

investigation of EH and strategic decision-making empioying Hambrick and Hiller's
(2005) instrument; it provides useful guidance for future researchers seeking to employ
the CSE questionnaire with larger statistically valid and generalisable samples. The
aim was to: 1 ) study the relationship between EH and executive strategic decision
making in a specific local context and 2) provide a preliminary indication of the
efficacy of the CSE instrument as an aid to executive decision-making in SMEs.

As little is known about how SME CEOs make decisions, an expioratory study was
appropriate for the purpose of this research (Brown & Huang, 2002). The sample was a
purposive sample, as this was an exploratory research project. A group of seven SMEs
in Perth in the southwest of Western Australia were selected to obtain insights into the
Sl\1Es' innovation management practice. This research was a four month project. It
comprised the following four stages:
Stage 1 : Literature review;
Stage 2: Development of research questions and questionnaire;
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Stage 3 : In-depth interviews;
Stage 4: Data analysis and writing up.

As discussed in chapter 3, EH measurement consists of the measme of fom overlapping
personality traits. Figure 2.2, page 48 portrays the four overlapping personality trait
concepts. The measuring instrument for these traits was Bono, Erez, and Thoresen's
(2003) 1 2-item CSES measure, that optimally taps the central CSE construct discussed
in chapter two, each item extended to include a 7 point scale.

The data collected :from the interviews was first coded. Based on the research
framework, a list of codes was developed. The data collected through the questionnaire
survey, was also analyzed. First, descriptive analyses was undettaken to identify how
many CEOs possess a (Hyper-) CSE and how their (Hyper-) CSE affects the decision
making process; decision quality; and organisational performance. Next, a manual
analysis to investigate the relationships between EH; the decision-making process;
decision quality; and organisational perfr�rmance was conducted. To examine the
relatio11ships between EH and the decision-making process, firms were grouped
according to the levels of their CEOs' CSE.

Chapter 5 presents the respondents' profiles, which includes an illustration of their
general business background and operations. It also incorporates the main
demographics of the participants relevant to the research topic. This is followed by a
comprehensive analysis of the data, which involves a basic descriptive statistical
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analysis and explanation of the quantitative sample data; and a descriptive analysis of
the qualitative data.

Any relationship between the quantitative and qualitative data sets, and :forther whether
the relationship is positive or negative, detennines the level of support for Hambrick
and Hiller' s (2005) propositions. To facilitate this determination, firstly the quantitative
data is analysed, and the findings presented. Next a desc1iptive analysis and explanation
of the qualitative data gathered is developed and these findings are presented. Finally,
the comparison between the two data sets is conducted to determine whether a
correlation exists.

Chapter 6 considers the fi ndings' implications; provides insights for theoty; researchers
and practitioners, mid highlights fmiher resemch potential.

1. 7 Definitions
Defined here are the key terms, to facilitate .the position this research takes. A
comprehensive discussion of the terminology is presented in chapter hvo, the literature
review; and chapter four, the theoretical framework.
The term "executive hubris" is derived in pm·t from the term "Core self-evaluation"
defined by Hambrick and Hiller (2005, p. 299) as: "A deeply sourced dispositional trait
that defines how we evaluate ourselves and our relationship with the environment."
These authors expect executives to have a higher level of CSE than the general
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population. The distribution of CSE is anticipated to range aiong a continuum; however
the actual shape of the distributions has not been reported (Hambrick et al, 2005).

Executives that possess CSEs at the upper end of the scale, Hambrick et al (2005)
catagorise as possessing a (Hyper-) CSE. Those executives with (Hyper-) CSE may be
tenned as having hubris (Hambrick & Hiller, 2005). For the purposes of this research,
this researcher defines hubris in an executive decision making context in an SME as:
"Hubris in an executive decision ma.lcing context in an SME, is the level of CSE in a
CEO's personality that is toward the upper end of a CSE distribution scale continuum."

The term "Strategy" is defined by Willltzberg (1978, p. 9) as: "A pattern in a stream of
decisions." This definition is adopted for the purposes of this research.

The literature is virtually silent on any definitions of the term "Strategic", however it is
defined by The Collins Compact Dictionary (2002, p. 912) as: "a move or method used
that has been pianned to achieve an advantage." It is this definition that is adopted for
the pmpose of this research.

The term "Strategic Management'' is defined by Dann and Viljoen (2003, p. xi) as:
The process of identifying choosing and implementing activities
that will enhance the long term performance of an organisation by
setting direction, and by creating compatibility between the
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internal skills and resources of the organisation, and the changing
external environment within which it operates.

Drum and Viljoen's (2003) definition of strategic management m the prevrnus
paragraph does not include the crnx of strategic management, which is to achieve an
advantage. So for the purpose of this research, these authors' definition is expanded to
state:

Strategic management is the process of identifying, choosing and
implementing activities that will enhance the long term
performance of an organisation, by setting direction and by
creating compatibility between the internal skills and resources of
the organisation; the changing external environment within which
it operates; with the goal of achieving an advantage.

Further, consistent with the view express�d in Chapter 2 below by this researcher;
Dann and Viljoen's (2003) definition of strategic management for the pm-pose of this
research is expanded yet again to state:

Strategic management is the process of identifying; choosing;
planning; implementing; and monitoring strategic activities utilising
optimum strategy that will enhance the long term performance of an
organisation by setting direction; creating compatibility between the
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internal skills and. resources of the organisation; the changing
external environment within which it operates; with the goal of
achieving an advantage:

The term "Strategic Planning" is defined by Dann and Viljoen' s (2003) as: "The use of
the strategic management concepts to develop a plan of action." This definition is
adopted for the purpose of this research.

The term "Decision making" conducted by an executive m an SME strategic
management context is defined for the purposes of this research by this researcher as:
"The strategic process conducted, and the strategic choices made by an SME CEO."

Finally, the term "decision quality" is defined for the purposes of this research by this
researcher as: "The level of efficacy inherent in the decision."

1.8 Limitations
The scope and scale of the fieldwork for this honours study is limited by time and
access considerations. Therefore, the sample is small; restricted to Perth and the South
West of Western Australia; with seven CEO respondents in the sample. It is not
representative of the total population, and sampling e1rnrs may have occmTed.
Notwithstanding these limitations however; it supports an extremely useful insight into
the nature of, and influence executive hubris may have on the SME decision -making
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process; quality of executives' decisions and choices; and subsequent organisational
performance.

The ultimate aim of the author is to inform better decision making by executives within
SMEs. However; developing an understanding of the CSE framework, its applications
and limitations in this core study; is an essential progressive step towards informing
more reliable a._11d valid testing, and successful application of a CSE :instrument to
support this worthwhile aim. The purpose of this research therefore, is to provide these
insights that may inform a better understanding for the CSE framework and application
of the SME SMDM model, which may facilitate this aim.

Although only an explorat01y study, enough rich qualitative and quantitative data was
collected to provide a meaningful analysis of both data. The subsequent detailed
analysis enabled a statistical analysis and a subsequent descriptive statistical data set to
be developed and presented in charts throughout Chapter 5 . This assists :in providing
meaningful insights to direct future researc�1ers, whilst facilitating an understanding of
the findings for the reader.

In this limited and local context, the resuits are interesting and may facilitate future
research. The results suggest partial support for some of Hambrick and Biller's (2005)
propositions. This indicates further research may be worthwhile, as the findings of this
small limited sample suggest that the CSE construct may be a valid and reliable one to
measure the concept of (Hyper-) CSE ii'l executives, in larger statistically valid and
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reliable samples.

If validated through future research, it may become a useful

instrument to measure EH' s possible effect on SMEs success eh-rid failure rates; assisting
to inform method, insights, and practice, with a view to reducing S1VIB attrition.

1.9 Assumptions
Assumptions about the research issues may have a beming on the findings. It is
assumed that personality traits affect how SME executives make decisions. On the basis
of Hambrick and Hiiler' s (2005) assertions, it is also assumed that it is valid to consider
the application of management theories in the executive hubris personality trait context,
and fmther for all the key personality traits that have been investigated between 1 978
and 2005. These issues both emerged and are considered in the literature review
(Chapter 2) and the findings and discussion Chapters (See Chapters 5 & 6).

1. 10 Conclusion
This chapter has outlined the thesis' s key features. The research problem and
directional outline have been introduced; definitions; the phenomenon; methodological
approach; limitations; and assumptions have been demonstrated. fa the next chapter, the
literature is outlined.
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CHAPTE R 2 : LITERATURE REVIEW
2. 1 Introduction
Chapter two reviews the literature relevant to the issue of EH and its possible affect on
how CEOs make decisions. It forms the basis of the development of the theoretical
framework outlined in Chapter 3, and the current research, presented in chapter 4.
There is an imperative to combine concepts from the SM, SME, and psychology
literature, to define and understand the EH phenomenon in a CEO' s decision-ma._icing
context. For example, although between 1 985 and 2005 research has been conducted on
top executives, scholars only have a fragmented understanding of the origins and
implications of executive self-potency in a CEO' s decision making context (Hambrick
& Hiller, 2005).

This fragmentation has been caused by the absence of any rigourous conceptual
:frameworks to conduct these investigations (Hambrick & Hiller, 2005).

The few

attempts to develop this type of apparatus have occurred ii1 the psychology literature,
and have resulted in disconnected; colloquial; psychopathological concepts; and
constructs that describe executive self-concept on a post hoe basis only (Hambrick &
Hiller, 2005). Therefore Hambrick and Hiller (2005) assert that the only way to make
progress in identifying and validating a fundamental construct that holds promise for
advancing theory and research; and for s ubsequently informing practice; is to test these
authors' recently identified EH concept which they have developed from combining
concepts from the foregoing literature. This may provide a better understanding of the
EH phenomenon in an SivIB CEO's decision ma._1<ing context (Hambrick & Hiller,
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defining features of Hambrick et al' s (2005) EH concept is outlined in sub-section
2.4. 1 , page 43.

Five key literatmes were reviewed to combine concepts from the SM, SME, and
Psychology literature to define and understand the EH phenomenon of in an SME
CEO's decision making context namely: Human Resource Management� Management;
Psychology; Small Business; and Strategic Management. This mix was selected to
provide the conceptual platform required to understand the nature of EH in SIVIE CEOs.
By tapping the unique mix of cross-disciplinary elements rooted in these literatures, this
understanding is facilitated.

The review commences by presenting the tenninology that is employed for the purpose
of this research. From there, the review presents taxonomies of the dimensions of how
SME executives make SM decisions. Next, it examines the basic concepts ai-id theories
with regard to these dimensions. It then moves on to provide a summary of the basic
concepts, and taxonomies. This is fo!loweq. by an examination of the extant literature
on the topic with the identification of a major literature gap. Finally, it concludes with a
discussion on the implications for SMEs regarding executive hubris, and the imperative
for future research.
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2.2 Context: Strategic Management and Sf,JJEs
2.2. 1 Historical perspectives on strategic management
Strategic management and its terminology have been around for many hundreds of
years as Dann and Viljoen (2003) asse1i; and so the question of defining the term
"strategic management" has long been pondered. For example Lee and Sai On Ko
(2000), assert Tzu's definition in his thirteen books entitled The Art of War in 500 BC
is one of the earliest recorded. Barnwell and Robbins (2002) assert Tzu's hierarchical
management concepts are consistent with the strategic bureaucratic structme developed
in 1 922 by Weber (Barnwell et al, 2002). Ott et al (2001) assert Socrates however,
argued for strategic management to be defined as an art, a metaphor that suggests a
philosophical approach to strategic management study that is considered an interpretive
approach.

Ott et al (2001 ) assert that conversely in 1 300, Taymiyyah's definition was presented
in what is termed the scientific method, which Barnwell and Robbins (2002) assert was
a full seven hundred years before Taylor's movement in 1 9 1 1 . Yet Barnwell et al
(2002) assert Khaldum developed the systems approach seven hundred years before it
again became popular through the contributions of Burns and Stalker. Fii1ally, Ott et al,
200 1 assert the middle ages contributor Machiavelli in 1513, over five hundred years
before Fayol's work in 1 9 1 6, defined strategic management in terms of a unity of
command principle.
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It appears then, that defining the term "strategic management" has been problematic
due perhaps to its changing scope, and process over the extended time frame during
which it has been considered in a range of historical contexts. For example Bracker
(1 980) asse1is that strategic management and its terminology have been studied from at
least 3,000 B.C. Since then the scope has moved from a macro to a micro, back to a
macro perspective again, along with the attendant waxing and waning of its process.
Table 2 . 1 on page 34 demonstrates this oscillatin g scope.

Therefore, it is still necessary for the purpose of this current research to debate the term
"strategic management" from the perspective of contemporary contributions. An
understanding of the term in building theory on how SME CEOs make SM decisions
comes primarily from the work of modem contributors, for example Dann and Viljoen
(2003); and Mintzberg (1978) who have built on the work of industrial and post
industrial revolution contributors.

It is also useful to consider the manifold views of the SME CEO's SM decision making
process as discussed in the literatme, as it will enable assumptions that underlie how
these decisions are made to be uncovered. This will commence in the next section.

2.2.2 Current definitions of strategic management
lt is necessary for the purpose of this research to debate the term "strategic
management" from the perspective of contemporary contributions, as since the early
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1 990s, writers within the different schools of strategic management, for example
design; planning; positioning; process; and emergent; fail to agree on a current
definition (O'Rourke, 1 998).

For example, O'Rourke (1 998) assetts Minzberg' s

classification of ten different schools of SM thought in his book Strategy Safar; (1998)
clearly illustrates the lack of consensus in this regard. This is due to the fact that the
prescriptive schools of ideal strategy such as the design approach in Harvard Business
School; planning, the result of Ansoff's thinking; and positioning in the form of
Pmter' s five forces model; are seen now by some, as

outdated prescriptions

(O'Rourke, 1 998) . Conversely the descriptive schools namely the entrepreneurial,
cognitive, learning, power, cultural, and envirolllllental, perceive definitions for SM as
descriptions for how strategy gets made (O'Rourke, 1 998). The tenth schooi - the
Configuration School attempts to combine the thinking of the other nine, yet admits
that it is an impossible task to do so, due to SM' s complexity (O' Rourke, 1 998).

A similar situation was observed twenty six years ago by Bracker (1980), who noted
the lack of a consistent definition for strategic management in the historical literature to
that point in time. Table 2. 1 on page 34 portrays the oscillating scope of strategic
management in the historical literature. In part this may be due to the fact that the terms
"strategy"; "strategic"; "strategic management"; and "strategic planning" are often
confused with each other, misunderstood, and even used in the wrong context (Dann &
Viljoen, 2003). It is little wonder then, that the meaning of the term "strategic
management" is unclear. Assisting in the understanding of these key tenns and the
context they are used in, is central to this research.
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Table 2. l
Hi.'ilory oftile Scope ofStrategic Ma11ageme11t.
Time

Rationale

Macro
3,000BC - Fall of .
Greek
City States

•

•

Micl'O
Roman Empire - Industrial
Revolution

Large complex
interrelated
organisations

National
Markets

•

Oligopolistic
environment
Unlimited
resource
availability

•
•
•

Lack of national
markets
Stable
environment

•

Stt·ategy
Definition

•

Effective use
of resources to
meet
objectives

Major
Contributors

•

Early Greek
writers such as
Homer,
Euphides, &
Socrates.

•

Shakespeare,
Montesquieu,
Kant, Mill, Hagel,
Clauswitz,
Tolstoy.

Application
of Strategy

•

Business
Military and
government

•

Military and
government

Effective use of
resources to meet
obj ectives

Macro
Post world war II - Future

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Dynami c
environments
New technology
Ability to anticipate
change
National markets
Ability to deal with
uncertain future
Analysis of internal
and external
environments of the
firm in order to
maximise utilisation
of resources in
relation to objectives
Von Neumann &
Morgenstern, Drnker,
Chandler, Ansoff,
Gluek, Mc.Nichols,
Steiner, Miner,
Mintzberg, Hofer,
Schendel, Potter

Business Military and
government

Source: Adaptedft·om Bracker, ( 1980).
B uilding on the work of Mintzberg between 1 978 and 1 998 in the context of SM, it is
essential to establish a ciear definition of each of the fol lowing terms. Thi s may prevent
confusion or incorrect use of strategic management terminology in the context of how
SME executives make SM decisions, for the purposes of this or any future research.
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The term "Strategy" is defined by Mintzberg (1 978, p. 9) as: "A pattern in a stream of
decisions. It is Mintzberg' s ( 1 978) definition that is adopted for the purpose of this
research.

The literature is also virtually silent on any definitions for the term "Strategic",
however it is defined by The Collins Compact Dictionmy, (2002, p. 9 1 2) as : "a move or
method used that has been planned to achieve an advantage." It is this definition that is
adopted for the purpose of this research.

Further, the literature is virtuaily silent on the term "Strategic Planning." It is defined
by Dann et al (2003) as : "The use of the strategic management concepts to develop a
plan of action." Tt is this definition that is adopted for the purpose of this research
The term "Strategic Management" is defined by Dann and Viljoen (2003, p. xi) as:

The process of identifying choosing and implementing activities
that will enhance the long term perf�mnance of an organisation by
setting direction, and by creating compatibility between the
internal skills and resources of the organisation, and the changing
external environment within which it operates.

In the next section, dimensions of how SME CEOs make SM decisions will be
presented.
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2.2.3 CEOs' Strategic management decision making dimensions
and SMEs
Compounding the lack of consistent SM definitions up until 2006, ve1y few dimensions
of how SME CEOs make decisions have been identified and studied.

How these CEOs make decisions is determined by the ways and means employed to
do so, throughout the SM process this researcher has identified. This researcher's
taxonomies of the dimensions of how these CEOs make SM decisions in table 2 .2, page
3 7, presents the dimensions that have been identified and studied; the literature support
provided; and the conceptual lenses employed.

Dimension 1 : Personality Traits,
How SJ\AE CEOs make SIVI decisions may be determined in pait by executives'
personalities (Hambrick & Hiller, 2005).

Fmther, research suggests that many

personality traits are geneticaiiy based (Digman, 1981, 1 986). Some key personality
traits that have been identified that may affect these decisions include: locus of control
(Kets De Vries; Miller & Toulouse, 1 982; Miller & Toulouse, 1 986, 1 986a, 1 986b;
Kahn & Manopichetwattana, 1 989; Hodgkinson, 1 992; Sauner-Leroy, 2004; Hambrick
& Hiller, 2005); flexibility (Miller et al ( 1986, 1 986a, 1 986b); risk aversion (Sauner
Leroy, 2004); hubris (Hambrick & Hiller 1, 2005); regulatory fit (Higgins, 2000); speed
(Joyce & Woods, 2003; Forbes, 2005); and formal versus infonnai (Beaver , 2002).
Unfortunately, there are vety few published studies that have inc01vorated these
important factors as the determinants of the CEO's SM decision-making process
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Table 2. 2

Taxonomies of an SME CEOs ' Strategic Management Decision Making Dimensions.
How Sl\1E CEOs make
s trategic management
decisions
Wavs

Literature support (In chronological order by topic)

Theoretical
perspective
used

Personality traits

•

•
•

Locus of Control

Flexibility

Kets De Vries., Miller and Toulouse, 1 982
Miller and Toulouse, 1 986
Kahn and Manopichetwattana, 1 989
Hodgkinson , 1 992;
Hambrick and Hiller, 2005 ;
Miller and Toulouse, 1 986a
Miller and Toulouse, 1 986b

Need for
achievement

Miller and Toulouse, 1 986b

•

Risk aversion

Sauner - Leroy, 2004

•

Hubris

Hambrick and Hiller, 2005

Regulatory fit

Higgins, 2000

Speed

Joyce and Woods, 2003
Forbes, 2005

Formal ·versus Informal

Beaver and Prince, 2004

-

-

Congruence
Contingency

-

-

Regulatory
focus

Means
Strategic plans

-

Pemberton and Stonehouse, 2002
Beaver, 2004
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Life course and
human capital.
Modernist

Design
Classical
economics;
Contemporary

and SM CEOs' decision quality within SMEs, i.11to a single research project
(Hambrick & Hiller, 2005). These factors are examined later in this chapter in subsections 2 .4 - 2-7 inclusive.

Dimension 2: Strategic Management Tools
As well as the ways in which they make SM decisions, recent research suggests that the
SM tools employed by SlVffi CEOs , may also be dependant on the CEO's personality
(Beaver 2002; Hambrick &,Hiller 2005). A strategic plan for example, is a key SM
tool that falls into this category (Pembe1ton & Stonehouse, 2002).

2. 2.4 An operational definition for strategic management
This researcher's expanded definition of SM on pages 25-26 is employed for the
purpose of this research. Figure 2 . 1 , page 39 portrays and explicates a conceptual
framework developed from Parker's (2005) expanded definition by depicting the
hierarchical view of SM.
Critical to the argument, as portrayed in this figure, is that SM incorporates strategy;
strategic activities; and strategic planning. Consistent with this view, Dann and
Viljoen's (2003) definition of SM for the purpose of this research is expanded by
Parker (2005) as alluded to above to state:
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Strategic management 1s the process of identifying; choosing;
planning; implementing; and monitoring strategic activities utilising
optimum strategy that will enhance the long term perfonnance of an
organisation by setting direction; creating compatibility between the
internal skills and resources of the organisation; the changing
external environment within which it operates; with the goal of
achieving an advantage.
SME
Strategic
Management
SME
Strategy

SME
Strategic
Activities

SME
Strategic
Planning

Figure 2. 1 A conceptual framework of the hierarchical view of the SME strategic management process

In the next section, a major gap in the literature is identified, and its implications and
the imperative for research on the topic are discussed.

2.3 The Literature Gap between Corporate and SIVIE Strategic
Management Research
Until the mid 1 970s, a tradition of macro-economics had formed the basis for the
dominant functionalist paradigm in organisational behaviour and SM research (Beaver,
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2002; Beaver, 2002; Bracker, 1980; Jocumsen, 2002; Kets De Vries, Miller, &
Toulouse, 1 982, 1 986; KJ1an & Manopichetwattana, 1 989; Saunier-Leroy, 2004).

However, Beaver (2002); Beaver and Prince (2004); and Jocumsen (2002) assert a
renaissance emerged in the mid 1 970s with respect to recognition by researchers and
governments that SMEs piay a major role in developing national economies. The
United Kingdom (UK) trend, for example, commenced with the publication of the
Bolton Committee Repmt as Bannock (2000); and McLarty (2005) assert, in 197 1 .

For the next ten years approximately, U K governments at national and local levels,
along with U.K. academics developed progra.iu.mes to attempt to assist SIViEs play their
role effectively (Beaver, 2002; McLarty, 2005). Unfortunately however, SMEs were
viewed as emb1yonic corporations by some govermnents (IvlcLarty, 2005). For
example, in the UK during the Thatcher Conservative government era of the 1980s,
misguided concepts tenned "mythical" concepts by Gibb (2000), emerged that have
caused a great deal of confosion and ignorat�ce within S1Vffi policy in this regard.

One such concept is the entrepreneurship and enterprise culture. The Thatcher
government was of the view. that entrepreneurship and enterprise should be held up as
an ideoiogical banner to assist the U.K. cope with a more uncertain and complex global
environment (Gibb, 2000). Consistent with this view, the UK government dispensed
prescriptions up until the mid 1 990s, employing scaled down versions of corporate
solutions, unsuccessfully (Beaver, 2002, McLaity, 2005).
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Solutions termed Investors in People, a human resource development initiative, and a
Quality Assurance initiative BS 5750, as Gibb (2000) asserts, are two examples of
processes designed to formalize small business systems 1n a manner consistent wlth
corporate organisations. These models emphasise the creation of formal structures, and
formal ways of "doing things", synonymous with the paradigms in the left hand column
of Table 2.3, page 42. All are corporatist, and may even be anti- entrepreneurial (Gibb,
2000). As a result, a cultural clash ensues due to the poor fit resulting from the culture
paradigms of SMEs in the right hand column, being the opposite of corporate culture
paradigms (Gibb, 2000) .

Interestingly, the UK Blair government returned to this view (Gibb, 2000) . This poor fit
of corporate strategic management concepts and frameworks employed to inform
methods and thinking for many types of SMEs were ineffective, and SME failure rates
remained high (Beaver, 2002 ; McLarty, 2005). Subsequent UK government
prescriptions and interventions since 2000 have remained ineffective (Beaver, 2002;
McLarty, 2005) . For example, other misguided concepts such as nen;vork development;
the growth company; local bottom- up development; competency and learning; have all
failed to anest UK SME attrition rates. Gaining an understanding that the nature of
many types of SMEs differ from the corporate firm, and therefore require different
concepts and frameworks to inform methods and thinking, is umesolved (Beaver, 2002;
McLarty, 2005).
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twenty three percent of the Australian SME sector (Austraiian Bureau of Statistics,
2005 b). Seventy seven per cent

or Australian SiViFs approx i mately, have a turnover

under $ 100,000 per annum (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2005b ). It is these that are
most in need of concep ts and frameworks Yvith a better fit.
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Unfortunately however, theories and frameworks of strategic planning remain in the
domain of academics and external observers (Pemberton & Stonehouse, 2002). Many
SME CEOs remain unconvinced or unaware of the practical benefits of strategic
planning; with most SME strategy matters focusing on business level, not strategic
planning (Pemberton et al, 2002). Considering the importance of strategic planning in
regard to SME success rates, further research is an imperative.

Given the need identified in this gap in the literahffe for major research streams to be
developed to provide a better fit of corporate SM concepts and frameworks to inform
effective methods and thinking for many types of SME CEOs; there is also an
imperative to identify how SME CEOs make decisions; as by doing so, this may
provide an understanding of this key aspect of the SM process.

This in turn may provide a better fit of corporate SM concepts for SME CEOs ; which
· may then be employed to better inform effective methods and thinking for many types
of SME CEOs. Further, the findings may al.so go some way in convincing and making
SME CEOs aware of the benefits of strategic planning.
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2.4 Personality Trait Research and Executive Hubris

2.4. 1 The evoiution of the core seif evaiuation (CSE) measure of
executive hubris
Notv,ithstanding the deaith of literature, promising new insights have emerged recently
regarding factors that influence how SME CEOs make decisions (Hambrick & Hiller,
2005).

Hambrick and Hmer (2005) have developed seven new propositions for a new
personality trait construct recently conceptualised and labeled executive hubris. The
core is labeled core self evaluation (CSE); also identified, conceptualised and validated
recently (Bono, Erez, Judge, & Thorensen, 2003 ; Hambrick mid Hiller, 2005). This
construct core, CSE, provides a measure of the level of any of the four major
personality traits within the "Big Five" personality traits (Goldberg, 1 990). It is
anchored in the dimensions of the ''Big Five" personality traits as Barrick, Higgins,
Judge, and Thoresen, (1999) assert, and are numbered and labeled as follows: I)
Surgency

( or Extra version), (II)

Agreeableness, (III)

Conscientiousness (or

Dependability), (IV) Emotional Stability (vs. Neuroticism), and (V) Culture.
Alternatively, Factor V has been interpreted as Intellect.
"Big-Five" factor struchll'e was originally discovered in studies employing Cattell's 35
variables developed in his work between 1 936 and 1 945 (Goldberg, 1 990). Cattell has
repeatedly claimed to have identified at least a dozen oblique factors; however, when
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Cattell's variables were anaiysed by orthogonal rotational methods, only five factors
proved to be replicable (Digman & Takemoto-Chock, 198 1). In an attempt to replicate
Cattell's multiple factor system, these authors were unable to do so, with the findings
suggesting that there is a suspicion that it was founded on clerical errors that plagued
factor analysis in the pre-computer era (Digman et al, 1 98 1).

Further, Goldberg (1990) asserts similar five-factor structures based on other sets of
variables have been reported by Borgatta (1964), Digman and Inouye ( 1986), and
McCrae and Costa (1 985, 1 987). Further, similar five-factor structures based on other
sets of variables have been reported by Digman and Inouye ( 1986). For instance, in an
attempt to answer the research questions of what the factors are and how they are to be
interpreted; whether five are adequate; whether they account for the observed
relationships or if additional factors m·e necessmy; if the number of factors is five, m1d
what the reasons for this are; Digman et al ( 1986) investigated these issues by
conducting a sh1dy on 499 sixth grade chil�ren on the Hawaiian island of Kauai. Each
child was rated by their teacher. The findings suggest that faced with having to get to
know 20-30 children, the teacher forms a 1m1emonic impression of a child to
differentiate him or her from other children. The authors assert that the impression has
five aspects to it, based on our limited ability on our capacity for processing
information.
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During rating, this impression serves as a schema for recalling corroborative events
from memory. Due to the schema acting as a cognitive a priori, the five robust factors
of the "Big five" are obtained from even a brief rating between the teacher and the
child. In summary the "big five" has been shown again to account for the conelations
observed for a set of personality ratings scales based on the Hawaiian children' s study
(Digman & Inouye, 1986).

2.4.2 Validity and reliability of the CSE construct
Goldberg's (1 990) findings suggest the "Big Five" have validity and reliability. For
example, in an attempt to rebut criticism from some quarters that the "Big Five" were
not generalisable, Goldberg (1 990) conducted three studies with a near comprehensive
set of 1 ,43 1 trait adjectivE)s; the work of Cattell between 1 936 and 1 945 generally
agreed by academics as valid and reliable. The f irst study was across a wide variety of
factor-analytic procedures. The second was within a representative set of 4 79
c01mnonly used terms across samples of both self and peer descriptions. The final study
was a new sample of subjects used to develop a refined set of synonym clusters derived
from peripheral tenns tapping religiosity and non-religiosity; with two samples from
study two. These two samples were used to provide independent evidence of their
factor structure.

The findings are consistent with Goldberg's ( 1 990) assertion that the analysis of any
reasonably large sample of 500 English personality trait adjectives in either self or peer
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descriptions will elicit a vanance of the "Big Five" factor strncture, and therefore
virtually any terms can be represented within this model (Goldberg, 1 990). These
results encouraged the suhseauent research of the recent constmct of CSR identified
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Thoresen 1 999; Bono & Judge, 200 1 ; Hambrick & Hiller, 2005). For example, Banick
et ai' s (1 999) study discussed above, explains the evaiuation on the basis of primary
school children i n a school context.

Bono and Judge' s, (200 1 ) stt1dy explafr1s the evaluation on the basis of the
confirmation of a positive relationship of CSE with job satisfaction and job
petfonnance . These authors conducted a 1neta-analysis of employees, and the fin dings
suggest suppmi for their assertion that those employees possessing high levels of CSE
also reported having high job satisfaction and, are also repmied as having high job
perfonnance in compmison to those employees with low or moderate CSE levels.

Hambrick and Hiller (2005) assert that related constructs foun d i n executives over the
last hventy years c01Telate with the 'Big Five" personality traits. For instance the
related constructs of narcissism; overconfidence; and hubris can be ideally fixed onto
the CSE construct.
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2.4.3 Executive hubris ·and personality traits
There ,;re four overbpping personality trait concept:-: ancliored in the FH construct :
cinoi innaJ stabihty; gc:11t:rn] i:;cd sd f-efficacy; locHs of' cnnl rol , as Kets De Vries; Miller
and Toulouse ( 1 982); Kahn and Manopichetwattana ( 1 989); Hodgkinson ( 1 992) ;
Hambrick et al (2005) assert; and finally self-esteem as Goldberg ( 1 990); BaITick et al
(1 999); and Hambrick and Hiller (2005) assert. The traits are portrayed in Fi!,,'1.Ire 2 .2
I Idler: 2005).
The personality traits of flexibility; need for achievement; and risk aversion identified
i11 T:,blc 1 . 1 on page 27 an� nut depicted in Figure 2 . 2 below.
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Figure 2.2 The key eleme11ts and questions of CSE. S ource: Adapted from Hambrick and Hiller, 2005 .
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The reason for this 1s that they l1ave already been identified by Iv1iller and To11lot1se
(1 986a) with respect to J7exibility; and Miiler and Touiouse (1 986b) with respect to
neeLijOr acf1ieven1ent, and anchoreti onto the traits of locus of control and self esteern
(Judge et a1, 1 997). Miller and Toulouse's (1 986a, 1986b) dimensions of flexibility,
need for achievement, and risk aversion loaded onto the Hambrick and Hiller (2005)
construct well, both are already encompassed and consolidated withi.11 the construct of

CSE

this was made possible due to Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) adoption of the

findings of Beny's (1 973) study.

H,imbrick ,incl Hiller (2005) asse1t the findings suggest the recun"ing theme for success
identified in executives is self esteem, which is in large part driven by an internal locus
of control. Further, although Hambrick and Hiller (2005) have not studied risk
aversion, Sal1ner

Leroy' s (2004) study of the effect of uncertainty on investment

decisions does contain fmdings that load onto tl1e co11str11ct m respect to locus of
control and emotional stability.

Sauner - Leroy (2004) tested the hyp othesis that

uncerta1n�; has a J)Ositlve correlation on l nvestrnent decisions; for exarnrjle the greater
tl1e lt11cibrtai11t;r the less i11vest1nent \Vill occur. Tl1e findings s1-1p1101t t11e hypotl1eses,
whici1 add 1.,veigl1t and support for tl1e ,vork of Hambrick and Hiller (2005), h1 respect
that the personality of a CEO affects that CEO' s decision- making in S:tvIBs.

Ha111brick and Hiller's (2005) tlndings also suggests the t[n1r overlaJ)ping J)ersc,nalitjr
trait concepts are present in an i ndividual at any time within the CSE conceptual space.
Tl1e ine�st1remP.nt in�trument 1s Erez, J11dge, and Tl1ore11sen' s (2003) core self
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evaluations scale (CSES), which has been validated recently. Hambrick and Hiller's
(2005) findii-i_gs support those of Bono et al (2003) who assert that the core self
eva1uat1on scale (CSES) is the tnost accurate instr1unent ;ret, that rneasures the negati,le
impact too high a level of any of the "Big five" personality traits has on career success
rates.

Bearing in mind that of all the personality traits taxonomies, it is EH that presents the
most promising new insight into factors that influence hov.r SIVIE CEOs make decisions;
that ail other personality traits m this regard can De ioaded onto EH; it is clear
operationalising EH is an imp erative for this research (Hambrick & Hiller, 2005).
Executive hubris 1s important to operationaiize, as it may explicate how CEOs make
decisions is partly dependant on their personalities

This may provide for the first time, confirmation that personality may be a key factor
that contributes toward the success or failure in an SJ\1E . .Armed with this knowledge, .

leveis of ce1iai11 rnersonalitv" traits mav" have on SME success and failure rates. This then
may assist in red11cing the high fail11re rates of Sl\,1Es, vvhicl1 in turn may lillprove
whole economies globally.

Witl1 regard to tl1e possibilit'j that personality

111ay

be a key factor tl1at co11tributes

toward success or failure m an SME, Figure 2 .3 page 5 1 , presents a conceptual
framework which attempts to map out the key relationships between the SM elements,
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the CSE context and elements, and the decision making behaviours of CEOs within
S:MEs. It pulls to-gether and portrays the key relationships between the SM elements
(See Figure 2 . 1 page 39), which illustrate SME CEO decision-makin g from a specific
high level process perspective, and CSE and EH from a cognitive individual decision
making perspective (See Figure 2 .2, page 48).
Strategic
Planninir
Organisational
perfonnance

CSE

Context
Strategy

Figure 2.3 . Conceptual Framework of the key relationships between the CSE context, Strategic
management and outcomes of CEOs' decision -making behaviours.

Consistent with Judge et al' s ( 1 997, 1 999, 200 1 , 2002, 2003) position regarding the

efficacy of the CSE constrnct in measuring personality traits, Hambrick and Hiller
(2005) anticipate the CSE construct will yield stronger predictions of these outcomes
than any individual personality traits. Hambrick and Biller' s (2005) essay findings
concur with the empirical findings of Durham, Judge, & Locke (1 997), that the CSE
construct is an accmate instnunent for measming executive hubris .
Hambrick and Hiller (2005) have developed an integrated set of propositions that
describe the effect (Hyper-) CSE will have on sh·ategic decision processes; choices; and
organisational performance. In essence their propositions posit that the greater the level
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of CSE a CEO possesses,

the greater will be the undesirable effect on strategic process

and /or, strategic choices, and those ch01ces made, in turn, will result in ex1reme
organisational performance. Hambrick and Hi ller (2005) predict that CEOs have a
higher level of CSE than the general population, and their prediction is portrayed in
Figure 2 .4 below. These authors have developed a summary portrayal along with the
implications for strategic decision making that aligns itself well for this research.

Top
executives

%
Frequency

I

Low

Core self-evaluation

Figure 2.4. The proposed distribution of core self - evaluation levels in the general population versus the
e.xecutive population. Source: Adapted from Hambrick and Hiller, 2005.

The composite portrayal of a (Hyper-) CSE CEO is one of an individual who is
extremely confident about their abilities; full of self regard and self worth; believe
deeply their abilities will bring positive outcomes ; free from anxiety; and have little
concern about negative o utcomes, as they possess a core conviction they can surmount
adversity and repair all problems. The possible effects of (Hyper-) CSE on strateg1c
processes, strategic choices and organisational performance are portrayed in Figure 2.4
above.
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For sure other dimensions of speed; formal and infonnal; have also been researched;
however the main argument is that these other dimensions of the ways SME CEOs
make SM decisions are a1so dependant on personality, and their size may be determined
by the type of personality that is measured by CSE. Speed for example, is discussed
further in Chapter five.

Strategic Process
•

t
Executive
Core Self
Evaluation
(CSE)

•
•

Non-Comprehensive
Decision - Making
FastDecisio11-Making
Ce11tra/ised Decision-

Strategic Choices
�

•

•
•

Quantum Large
Stakes b1itiatives
Strategy Deviating
From Industry
Norms
Persistence i11
CEO -Initiated
Stratetdes

Organisational
Performance

Extreme
Perfornumce
(.Big W,11s - .Big
Losses)

Figure 2. 5. Predicted effects of executive (Hyper-) CSE on strategic processes; strategic choices; and

organisational performance. Source: Adapted from Hambrick and Hiller, 2005. ·

2.4.4 Implications of executive hubris for stra tegic decision making
The implications portrayed in figure 2 . 5 above for strategic decision making by CEOs
within SMEs from the influence of (Hyper-) CSE in their personalities is
comprehensive (Hambrick & Hiller, 2005). Finklestein and Hambrick ( 1990) assert
researchers have found associations between certain individual CEO characteristics and
many outcome variables which include elements of organisational strategy, structure
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and performance. However; there has been iittle or no research on attempting to gain an
understcmding of these associations (Hambrick and Hiller, 2005).

The main problem in this regard is the absence of any rigorous conceptuai apparntus for
conducting these investigations (Hambrick & Hiller, 2005). These authors suggest that
of the few attempts made, all that has been invoked are disconnected concepts.
Examples include locus of control and psychopathological concepts such as narcissism
which are difficult to operationalise beyond clinical settings; and constructs like overoonfidence examined on a post hoe basis. For example one implication is that high-CSE
executives tend toward non-comprehensive decision process, due to their high ievels of
self confidence, and will favour highly centralised d�cision processes so they can be
involved in aii the strategic decisions (Hambrick & Hmer, 2005).

Further, high-CSE SME CEOs will undertake riskier initiatives as they do not perceive
high risk attached to initiatives, due to their personality (Hambrick & Hiller, 2005).
They will not feel the need to confonn to in�lustty conventions, and are relatively likely
to persist in their chosen strategies, even in the face of disconfirming evidence
(Hambrick & Hiller 1, 2005). In essence, this leads to non-comprehensive, fast and
centralised decision making; and quantum, non-conformist strategic initiatives the
organisation will pursue persistently (Hambrick & Hiller, 2005). In sum, the
implications are that a (Hyper-) CSE CEO can bring about naive, foolish behaviours
which make them highly susceptible to flawed decision making (Hambrick & Hiller,
2005).
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2.5. The Five Factors of "Big Five" Personality Traits Construct
and Executive Hubris
! ntroduction
Regarding Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) recently identified personality trait of EH
outlined in the previous section; four of "Big Five's" five personality traits also
discussed in th e previous section in the context of how SIVffi CEOs

make SM

decisions; can be loaded onto the conceptual space occupied by CSE (Ha111brick &
Hiller, 2005).

To explicate the relationship between "Big Five" and EH from the research conducted
to date, and the validity and reliability of the loading, it is helpfal to attach the labels
for tiie personality traits investigated in the SME context identified in the taxonomies in
Table 2 .2, page 37 to their appropriate "Big Five" labels. For example, I) Surgency (or
Hxtraversion) - Locus of control ; Risk aversion; F1exibi1it-J; and (IV) Emotional
Sti;d;ility (vs. 1\/euroticism) - Executive hubris; Need for achievement.

Between 1 978 and 2005 these CEO personality traits that may determine the ways
SMEs make SM decisions have been identified and studied. (Kets De Vries; Miller &
Toulouse, 1 982; Miller & Toulouse, 1 986, i 986a, 1 986b; Kahn & Manopichetwattana,
1 989; Hodgkinson, 1 992; Saunier-Leroy, 2004; Hambrick & Hiller, 2005 ) ,
Unfortunately, there are ver; few published studies that have incorporated these
important factors as the detenninants of the SME CEO's SM decision making process
and SM decision quality into a single research project (Harn brick & Hiller, 2005).
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This suggests that in the · SME SM decision making context, research has been
conducted on five factors which are contained in factor I), and factor (IV) of "Big
Five". A discussion on these personality traits whose labels are attached to their
appropriate "Big Five" labels is presented in the following sections 2 .5 . 1 - 2 .5 .3

2.5. 1 Locus of control
The first of these personality traits studied during this period loaded onto the conceptual
space occupied by CSE is termed locus of control (Hambrick et al, 2005; Hodgkinson,
1 992; Kets De Vries, i 982; Kahn & Manopichehvattana, 1 989; Miller and Toulouse,
1 982, 1 986;). It represents most of the extant literature on how SME executives make
decisions. It may also bear a direct and significant relationship on the nature of the
concept of corporate strategy (Kets De Vries; Miller et al 1 982); one of the lower order
concepts that constitute the concept of SM. The concept of corporate strategy in the
hierarchal view of the concept of SM particularly i..11 SMEs is portrayed in Figure 2 . 1 ,
page 39.

The first in a series of four studies, IVI:iller and Toulouse's (1982) findings regarding a
non-con-elation between locus of control and innovation, suggests that too high a level
in a CEO's locus of control i..11creases the risk of organisational failure; as these types
of executives are slow to innovate, and are always acting reactively instead of proactively.

Tl1ese initial tindll1gs are co11firn1ed thro11gl1 replicatio11 ll1 , ivliller et al's

( 1986) studies investigating locus of control; and Miller et al' s (1986a, 1 986b) studies
investigating flexibility and need for achievement. Kahn and Ma.'lopichetwattana's
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( 1 989) study on locus of control, further supported the findings of Iviiller et al' s ( i 982,
1 986, 1 986a, 1 986b). Therefore, Miller and Toulouse's (1 982) validated findings,
provides confidence for the pmvose of this research, by being able to draw on their
validated work. The foregoing research has been essential in identifying the
implications of locus of control for CEO decision making in SMEs.

In conclusion, research suggests that the more internal focus - which is a dimension of
locus of control the CEO's personality possesses; the more the firm will engage in risky
projects; which may reduce success rates and increase failme rates in SMEs
(Nightingale & Toulouse, 1 977; Kets De Vries; Miller &Toulouse, 1 982). Clearly, a
way needs to be found to mitigate the undesirable effect a low locus of control
measurernent in executives has in this regard. The positioning of the locus of control
trait within the conceptual space occupied by CSE is in Figure 5, page 35.
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The second of these personality traits regarding how SJViE CEOs make decisions is
Flexibility. Elevated levels of flexibility in executives is undesirable (Miller &
Toulouse, 1 986, 1 986a, 1986b). The key reason is that highly flexible executives are
most likely to act on a hunch or intuition rather than an extensive formal investigation
increasing risk of failure (.Miller et al, 1 986, 1 986a, 1986b). Further, their strategies
tend to be reactive, rather than proactive, suggesting they are always tryi__11g to catch up
with competitive advantage created by competitors' ability to be involved with complex
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product i11novation (Miller ·et al, 1 986, 1 986a, 1 986b). Vl1uat this body of research
findings suggests is that a high flexibility level measurement in CEOs' personalities
may increase the risk of failure in SMEs (Miller et a!, i 986, 1 986a, 1 986b).

The foregoing research has been essential i11 identifying the implications of flexibility
in CEOs for decision making in SJ'vIBs, as just like locus of control, a major gap in the
literature has remained for thirteen years regarding this dimension.

However,

Hambrick and Hiller (2005) are able to load flexibility onto their new concept of
executive hubris, and the positioning of flexibility within the conceptual space occupied
by CSE in Figure 2.2, page 48.

2.5.3 Risk aversion
Similar to :flexibility discussed above, the literature is virtually silent on the third of
these personality traits, risk aversion in SME CEOs. For example the literatme reveals
Sauner-Leroy's (2004) investigation as a rare study.

Risk aversion translates to a CEO's aversion to losses (Hoskinson, Hitt & Hill, 1 99 1 ;
Kahneman & Lovallo, 1 993). Therefore with risk aversion defined as: "Preference for
options with iow-loss probability over those with an expected high probability" as
Gomez-Mejia and Wiseman (1 998) assert; there is a bias toward low tisk in any CEO
decision in an Sl\ft_,_E. For example, if the SJVIB CEO' s personality is one that is overly
risk adverse, then productive investments in terms of resources to obtain a profitable
return on those resources irivested will not be taken.
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This type of personality driven decision increases the risk of failure, as worthwhile
opportunities to obtain a profitable return may be missed. Although Sauner-Leroy's
(2004) study concentrates on risk aversion and the investment decision, this type of
decision is clearly a strategic one and needs to be included in the context of this
research; as risk aversion per se is a behavioural trait associated with entrepreneurs as
Zahra (1993); Dess and Lumpkin ( 1 996); Sathe (1 998); Barringer and Bluedom (1 999)
assert. For example, Sauner-Leroy's (2004) findings of the impact of too high a level of
risk aversion on CEO decisions in SMEs suggests the greater the risk aversion of a
G:EO, the lower the level of productive investment that CEO makes.

In conclusion, this research has been essential in identifying the implications of risk
aversion in CEOs for decision-making in SMEs. Hambrick and Hilier (2005) are able to
load risk aversion onto the conceptual space occupied by CSE.

2.6 Regulatol",1 Focus in Sf"1 Decision Making Research
Although Higgins's (2000) contribution is .the introduction of a new concept termed
"regulatory fit", within the framework of regulatmy focus; in respect to its effect on
how SME CEOs make decisions psychologically, it may be influenced by other
personality traits.

Although little research has been conducted to date to detennine if it can be loaded
onto Hambrick and Biller's (2005) executive hubris concept, regulatory fit affects what
is considered a good dec�sion (Higgins, 2 000). Further, Higgins (2000) postulates that
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value from regulatory fit not only impacts on the decision ma._1<ing process, but has a
direct affect on how decisions are made. On this basis the concept may have utility in
detennining how SME CEOs make decisions. Research suggests that a good decision is
based on its wmih and value, however the level of that worth or value lies in the mind
of the decision maker (Higgins, 2000).

The major findings of Higgins's (2000) study are that promotion and prevention are
distinct orientations. Regulatory fit inclines decision makers to distinct goal
achievement means; increases motivational strength; and affects the value decision
makers assign to the object of a decision. 1\1otivational strength from regulatory fit
contributes to higher intensity feelings in decision makers. Regulatory stsength
influences decision makers in the way they imagine feeling better about a good choice
and worse about a bad one. Regulatory focus however, affects whether CEOs feel good
or bad about prospective choices. These findings are extremely important as they relate
to personality traits,

:i11

the respect that how individuals are raised in a family

environment may detennine in later life wh.ether they will be inciined toward reaching
for chaflenging goals, or avoiding potential losses (Higgins, 2000).

These personality traits can be described as entrepreneurial and risk averse. In essence,
the type of personality orientation individuals acquire in childhood, determines if they
will develop the motivational strengtli to pursue the promotion of new opportunities, or
pursue the best possible result from conditions as they arise (Higgins, 2000).
Regulatory fit cognitively and affectively guides :individuals towards a particular
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decision as Higgins (2000) posits, and so was an essential personality trait to consider
for the purpose of this research, to inform future research. Findings from the current
research may have the potential to inform future research on regulatory fit, to expli cate
the relationship betvveen executive hubris and regulatory fit.

2. 7 Speed of Still Decision fvlaking Research
Researchers have been concerned to understand if the speed with which an SME CEO
makes an SM decision affects the decision quality. The speed with which SME CEOs
make SM decisions depends on three factors: whether the firm is growing or not, as
Joyce and Woods (2003) assert, who approached their investigation from the life course
and human capital perspective; the age of the executive, as Forbes (2005) asserts, who
approached the topic from a modernist perspective; and hubris (Hambrick & Hiiler,
2005). Older CEOs make decisions faster than younger ones; and further, the faster a
younger CEO made decisions the greater the risk of failure (Forbes, 2005). So, fast
decisions do not always equate with improved performance. Further, firms that are
growing make decisions faster than those that are not (Joyce & Woods, 2003). The
findings suggest if SM decisions are made within an SM system, then those types of
decisions are made faster than decisions made without one.

In conclusion, this research is important to the topic as it supports the view that quality
of decisions not the quantity, equates to better success rates. The opportunity to
research the factors that a±Ject decision quality is open, and is addressed in this
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research, as it remains to be ·determined what relationship there is behveen the speed of
the decision and the decision quaiity.

2.8 Formal versus lnformai SM Decision Making Research.
Research has also focused on how formal the SME SM decision process is, and the
findings suggest it is very informal (Beaver & Prince, 2004). For example, assumptions
are made by the United Kingdom (UK) government that SMEs are just embryonic large
firms and so prescriptions have been formulated and appiied universaliy and uniformly
to the detriment of SJVi_j:<:s (Beaver, 2002,).

Government policy in the lJ!( where Beaver's (2002) study took place, distributes
apparent prescriptions from the corporate world. This does not provide a good f it for
SMEs, due to the way S:ME CEOs make decisions (Beaver, 2002).

Some of the reasons for this poor f it are that SME CEO decisions are inte1twined with
the psychological make up of the profile of the CEO (Beaver, 2002; Hiller &
Hambrick, 2005). Entrepreneurial in spirit, normally they are someone who has failed
to adapt to the rigidity of corporate iife, so they build or own a business as a form of
self-expression (Beaver, 2002). They are classed as social marginilists, which best
describes their psychological profile; managing or own ing a business for autonomy and
independence (Beaver, 2002).
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Beaver' s (2002) findings support the prev10us research into personality traits;
cementing the argument that it is a CEO's personality that may pmily determine
success or failure in SMEs. The broad view is that it is personalit>; that may determine
how SME CEOs make decisions (Miller & Toulouse, 1 982; Miller et al, 1 986, 1 986a,
1986b; Kahn & Manopichetv1attana, i 989; Hodg._1<:inson, 1 992 ; Higgins, 2000; Kets De
Vries; Sauner-Leroy, 2004; Hambrick & Hiller, 2005).

In sum, Hambrick and Hiller's (2005) work on EH may have provided the most
important research into CEO personality traits in the SM decision-making context
within S_MEs in the last nineteen years. Their contribution has provided the research
stream on the ways SME CEOs make decisions, with seminal contributions that bode
well for gaining a better understanding of not only how CEOs make decisions, but also
how EH may effect those decisions.
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Only very few means CEOs employ to make decisions have been identified and studied
during this same period. They include strate!S--ic plans (Pemberton & Stonehouse, 2002).
Research suggests there is a strong positive co1Te1ation bet'..veen SMEs success and their
CEO's degree of strategic plannfag (Stonehouse, 2002). The literatme reveais these
authors as one of the few contributions to the research stream. This is a major gap in the
literature that needs forther research; however it is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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In conclusion, Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) seven propositions expect that EH may
adversely affect the amount of strategic planning SME CEOs may conduct. If this is
confirmed, then EH may be empioyed to predict the· types of CEOs personalities that
may not conduct strategic planning. As a result, new solutions to achieve the adoption
of strategic planning by CEOs within SMEs may be developed to gain acceptance by
these personality types of its benefits. Further this may increase the amount of strategic
planning SME CEOs may conduct, which may improve success rates in the SME
sector.

2. 10 Conclusion
Five major points emerge from the discussion in this chapter. Firstly, a great deal of
confusion exists regaTding a clear understanding of SM. Secondly, the concepts of
strategy, strategic activities and strategic planning are often confused with each other,
misunderstood, and even used in the wrong context. Until this is rectified, it will be
very difficult to further knowledge of how S]'vffi CEOs make decisions. Thirdly, it is
argued that the development by Parker (2005) of a conceptual framework presented in
Figure 2. 1 , page 3 9 of a hierarchal view of SM; and employment of Parker's (2005)
expanded definition on page 23 for the purpose of this research; assists in a clearer
understanding of and a major reduction in the confusion; misunderstanding; and
incorrect use of these basic concepts. Fomihly, the discussion on the taxonomies of
how CEOs make decisions in Chapter 1 and an understanding of the different
taxonomies of SM decision-making dimensions in CEOs is important, as theoretical
developments in this area are i...Afluenced by the distinction among the different types of
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dimensions. Further, the taxonomies may assist inform the design of future theoretical
:frameworks needed in order to understand the topic better. For example by knowing
how much is cutTently understood about the topic, provides an opportunity to include
the different dimension types summarised in Table 2.2, page 3 6 for the purpose of the
current and any future research. Fifthly, the taxonomies suggest that it is personality
that partly determines how SME CEOs make decisions.

Finally, the literature gap identified by the researcher, confirms that unfortunately up
until now, strategic planning theories and frameworks remain in the domain of
academics and observers. CEOs remain unconvinced or unaware of the practical
benefits of strategic planning; most SME strategy matters focusing on operational level
planning, not strategic planning (Stonehouse, 2002). Considering the importance of
strategic plamung for SME success rates, means an imperative for tlus research. A
contribution to this effort is made by the current research into Hambrick and Hiller's
(2005) seven propositions, as it is expected EH may adversely affect the amount of
strategic pianning CEOs will conduct. If this is validated, then EH nmy be empioyed to
predict the types of personalities that do not conduct strategic planning, and as a result,
new solutions to facilitate the adoption of strategic planning by CEOs within SMEs
may be developed to gain acceptance by these personality types of its benefits. This
may increase the levei of strategic planning conducted by CEOs within SMEs, which
may in tmn lead to an improvement in SIVIE success rates.
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In sum, the iiterature reveals that the relationship between the personality traits
identified in this chapter and EH, is one where the four of the "big five" personality
tratts overlap each other (Hambrick & Hiller, 2005). When their levels are elevated,
they undergo a transformation into Hambrick et al' s (2005) conceptualised notion of
EH; which can be measured by Bono, Erez, Judge, and Thorensen's (2003) CSES .
Further, the literature suggests there is a negative relationship between EH and how
CEOs make decisions; that if controlled; may improve the quality of those decisions,
and subsequent SIVIE performance. This research aimed to explore the affect EH may
have on how CEOs make decisions with a view to informing theory, research and
practice. In the next chapter, the resec1xch scope; objectives; questions; theoretical
framework and expected outcomes are outlined.
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CHAPTER 3 : RESEARCH SCOPE, OBJ ECTIVES,
QU ESTIONS, TH EORETICAL FRAME\#'VORK AN D
EXPECTED OUTCOM ES
3. 1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the scope of the cmTent research; its objectives; research
questions; and theoretical framework. Finally, it presents the concepts portrayed in the
framework, outlining their relationships.

3. 2 Scope
The scope of the research encompassed the explication and investigation of the CSE
constrnct in seven Western Australian private companies, and to explicate the concepts
involved i n the research problem (Cavana, Delahaye, & Sekaran, 200 1 ).

Once

explicated, the relationship between EH; the SME CEO's SM decision making process;
SM choices; and organisationai performance were investigated as key objectives
outlined in the next section (Cavana, et al, 2001). This entaiied the current exploratory
study into any possible relationship between EH and its outcomes (Cavana, et al, 2001 ) .

3.3 Objectives
The objectives of the current research were to explore whether there is any preliminary
evidence to support . Hambrick and Biller' s (2005) assertion that there may be a
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relationship between (Hyper-) CSE; the SME CEO' s decision making process; quality
of choices; and organisational pe1fonnance. A core aim to facilitate this objective was
to test Hambrick and Hiller's (2005) instrument in a qualitative sense; whilst providing
a prelim:inmy indication of the efficacy of the instrnment as an aid to executive decision
ma._L;:ing in Slvffis. Basic directional hypothesis testing has been added to achieve the
preliminary indication. The testing determines if there is any support from the data for
suppmt Hambrick and Hiiler' s (2005) seven propositions. It serves the aims of the
study by adding a dimension to the testing of the instrument.

As chapter two outlines, a cross-sectional analysis conducted on seven Western
Australian SMEs, personal interviews via a purposive sample at on-site meetings at the
respondents' business premises findings were undertaken. The responses were then
compared with Hambrick and Biller's (2005) research guidelines.

3.4 Research Questions
Given the dearth of literature, the present research employed the SME SMDM model. It
addresses a number of important issues in Sl\lli executives' decision making.
Particularly, the relationship between some key dimensions of SME CEO decision
making - namely personality traits, and organisational performance. JJso how the key
dimensions are related to Hambrick and Hitler' s (2005) EH

concept

(Kets De Vries,

1982; Miller & Toulouse, 1982, 1 986, 1986a, 1 986b; Kahn & Manopichetwattana,
1 989; Hodgkmson, 1992; Higgins, 2000; Pemberton & Stonehouse, 2002; Joyce &
Woods, 2003; Beaver, 2004; Beaver & Prince, 2004; Saunier-Leroy, 2004; Forbes,
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2005; Hambrick & Hiller, · 2005). Further, how might EH affect the SivIE CEO's
decision making process; and in turn, how might the affected decision making process
outcorne(s) affect CEOs' decision quali�; and organisationai petfonnance?

For example, the personality trait concepts of emotional stability; generalised selfefficacy; locus of control; and self esteem are overlapping and anchored in Hambrick
and Biller's (2005) conceptual space occupied by Durham, Judge, and Locke's (1997)
CSE construct. Building on Hambrick and P.iller's (2005) propositions, the current
i:esearch explored how these elements are anchored in behaviours consistent with EH.
An attempt was also made to clarify the relationship between EH, grounded in Durham,
Judge, and Locke' s (1 997) CSE. A core aim to facilitate this objective was to test
Hambrick and Hiiler's (2005) CSE instmment in a qualitative sense.

From there, the SME SMDM model aimed to demonstrate how EH may affect the SME
CEO's decision-making process; the quality of SME CEOs' strategic choice, and
subsequent organisational performance. For instance Hamb1ick and Hiner (2005)
predict ' executive hubris may have a direct negative affect on the SNlE executive's
decision-making process, and an indirect negative affect on an SME executive's choice
quality, by increasing non-comprehensive decision making; speed; ai1d centralisation.
Further, Hambrick and Hiller (2005) predict executive hubris may have a direct
negative affect on the choices made. Often they are made directly by executives with
(Hyper-) CSE without employing the decision process, which Hambrick and Hiller
(2005) argue is essential for quality choice.
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This reduction in the quality of, and/ or bypassing the decision process, may for
example lead to poor choices such as quantum large stakes initiatives; strategies that
deviate from industry norms; and persistence in CEO-initiated strategies that are
ineffective (Hambrick & Hiller, 2005). This in turn may lead to extreme organisational
performance providing big wins, or incurring big losses (Hambrick et al, 2005). It is
these high risk, poor quality decisions which may subsequently lead to a reduction in
SME performance; success; and/or an increase in SJ\!1E attrition. These effects are
discussed comprehensively in Chapter five.

In order to achieve the objectives set in chapter one, this study attempted to answer the
following reseaJ'ch questions:

e

Does

an organisation's SM decision making processes become less

comprehensive if an executive has hubris in their personality?

@

Does a n organisation's strategic decis�on quality deteriorate if an executive has
hubris in their personality?

e

Does an organisation's performance become more extreme if an executive has
lmbris in their J)ersonaHty?

To facilitate answers to these research questions, the current research attempted to
substantiate the following directional hypotheses developed by Parker (2005):
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(II

Hypothesis 1 : The greater a CEOs core self evaluation; the less comprehensive will
be the organisation' s SM decision- processes .

@

l-Ivpothesis 2 : The 1:,11·calcr a CEOs core self cvalualion; the less will b e the quaiity
of the executive' s stralcgic choices made .

�

Hypothesis 3 : The greater the CEO's core self evaluation, the more extreme the
organisation' s performance.

3. 5 Theoretical Frametltork
The theoretical framework presented in Fi gure 3 . 1 below has been developed by the
researcher from the literature review outlined in chapter two and the foundation study
outlined in chapter one.

SME
executive's

Organisational
performance

? ; L '.,:�;:

Figure 3. 1 The SME strategic management decision making (SMDM) model incorporating the three
postulated hypotheses. Source: Adapted from Parker (2005).

Based on the research scope in section 3 .2; research objectives in section 3 .3 ; research
questions in section 1 .4; and the research mcthodolo iw outlined in chapter li)ur; this
research focused on · the foll owing concepts of executive hubris; an SME CEO ' s
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decision process; decision qualit<; ; and organisational performance. These concepts,
their theoretical framework and the hypotheses postulated for the purpose of this
research are portrayed in the STVIB SMDM model in figure 3.1 , page 7 1 .

Ejj}cacy of the SlvfE SlvJDlvf model

To cement the efficacy of the Sl\1E Sl\!!TIM model in the context of this study, Sauner Leroy' s (2004) study findings suggest the recurring theme for success identified in
executives is self esteem, part of which is the dimension of emotional security; which in
large part is driven by an internal locus of control. Further, although Hambrick and
Hiller (2005) have not studied risk aversion, Sauner - Leroy' s (2004) study of the effect
of environmental unstableness on SME investment decisions contains findings on risk
aversion that load onto the Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) CSE construct in respect to
locus of control and emotional stability.

Sauner - Leroy's (2004) sh1dy outlined abo_ve tested the hypothesis that environmental
unstableness has a positive conelation on SI\/IE investment decisions; for example the
greater the environmental unstableness, the less investment will occur. A__s a result,
SME performance may deteriorate as organisations miss opportunities to fund
profitable grmvth from investrnent decisions never made due to risk aversion.

The f i_,11dings support this author' s hypotheses, which add weight and support to the
work of Hambrick and Hiller (2005), in the respect that a SivIB CEO's personality may
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affect the S1\1Es SM ma._1<:ing process. its the SME SMDM model is developed from
Hambrick and Hiller s (2005) CSE construct, it also captures, incorporates and
explicates Sauner - Leroy' s (2004) findings, and may be viewed as having efficacy,
cementing it into the context of this research.

3.5. 1 /lrlleasuren1ent of CSE in Exect1tives
To explore Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) asse1iions presented in Chapter 2; the
implications of (Hyper-) core CSE for CEO behaviour; the i npact that behaviour has
1

on decision quality; and the effect that decision quality has on SME performance, it is
essential to tmderstand that any CEO decision made has been filtered through the sieve
of the personality traits of the CEO (Hambrick & Hiller, 2005). A product of trait
theory, which is an approach to personaiity theory, trait theory states that personalities
are unique to each individual, as Solomon (2002) asse1is. However the traits or
characteristics of a personaiity are of a general nature and can be measured (Solomon,
2002).

Linking the relationship between executive hubris and the CEO' s decision process is
central to the argument of learning more about levels of EH a.rid how those levels may
affect how CEOs make decisions. This connection is made at the point where it is
posited the type of CEO decision process employed, is dependant on the level of EH
present ii1 the CEO' s personality who is making the decision. The S:ME SlV!DlV[ model
presented in Figure 3 . 1 , page 71 illustrates this linkage.
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The SME SMDM model also illustrates that decision quality is dependant on the SME
SM decision-making process employed; however there may be a positive correlation
between the two in both directions. For example the level of decision quality may be
dependant on the process used, however decision quality may affect the type of
decision process employed by the CEO subsequently.

The SlVIB SMDM model provides an understanding of the proposed factors that may
affect organisational performance. Acting as a background for CEOs to change how
they make decisions, it may assist CEOs within SMEs gain a much better
understanding of how important it is to recognise how their own personalities may
affect the outcome of their SM decisions. For example, if they are impulsive, that they
take more time to rnake their decisions, as speed of decision making is a critical factor
in the quality of a decision made as Forbes (2002); and Joyce and Woods (2005) asse1i;
and may directly affect the success or failure rates of organisations.

Overall the SME SMDM model may jncrease CEOs ability to improve their
m1derstanding of the factors that affect their performance; identify their personality
traits that cause these factors; and act on those factors to mitigate or optimise their
impact, depending on what is needed for each situation.
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3. 6 CONCLUSION
This chapter has outlined the research, scope, objectives, questions, and theoretical
framework,

including an explanation of the key elements investigated in the central

study. It also outlined the relationships that may exist between them and the expected
outcomes of the research. Chapter 4 will present the methodology adopted in the
current study, pmsuant to this framework.
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CHAPTER 4: METH0DOLOGY
4. 1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the methods and principles applied in the design, collection,
collation and analysis of the main study's data; and the methodology's rationale. It
demonstrates that the qualitative and quantitative approach employing Hambrick and
Hiller' s (2005) questionnaire, which can be measured by Bono, Erez, Judge, and
Thorensen' s (2003) CSES, are valid and reliable research toois to facilitate the
development of exploratory investigation of this topic.

4.2 RESEARCH DESIGN
This current research methodology was exploratory in nature. It employed in-depth
interviews and then a questionnaire survey, as it aimed to explore a number of
important issues in SME CEOs' decision making. These instrnments facilitated the
identification of any possible relationships between several important concepts in the
CSE copstruct namely: the SME CEOs decision making process; the quality of SME
CEOs decisions; and ·organisational performance. The type of investigation was one of
clarification regarding the (Hyper-) CSE constrnct; however it also had an exploratory
focus, as the research questions to be answered infer that (Hyper-) CSE may have an
effect on these concepts .
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4.3 Rationale
As little is 1'.nown about how SME CEOs make decisions, an exploratory study was
appropriate for the purpose of this research (Brown & Huang, 2002). An expioratory
study is very useful when there is a general lack of knowledge about the research
problems (Brown & Huang, 2002). The main objective of exploratory research is to
explore the research phenomenon, in order to gain insights into it before a more
rigorous and comprehensive investigation is unde1taken (Brown & Huang, 2002).

the insights gained from this core study have facilitated a progressive step toward a
better understanding of EH and its possible affects on the Siv1E CEO's decision
process; decision quality, and subsequent organisational perfonnance. As a result the
methodology employed may assist in informing SME CEOs how to improve their
decisions

4.4 Sampiing
As discussed in sections 4.2 and 4.3, the sample was a purposive sample, as this was an
exploratory, qualitative and basic quantitative research project. It was drawn from a
data base of Australian owned SI'vffis, consisting of ninety seven percent of the
1 ,2 8 1 ,700 registered businesses in Australia (The Australian Bureau of Statistics,
2005). The population was defined as an Australian owned SJ\IIE with an arnrnal
turnover of between $A50K and $ 1 2M per annum, in seven different industly groups.
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The objective was to achieve as broad a cross section of turnover a.'ld industry type as
possible, to gain an understanding of CSE levels in as varied a sample as possible. The
industries chosen to facilitate this objective were mining, wholesale, retail, plant and
equipment hire, general engineering, and electrical contracting, as they represent some
of the most common industries contributing to the Australian economy (The Australian
Bmeau of Statistics, 2005). All subjects were proprietary limited companies, with a
CEO. The sample frame consisted of SJ\AEs that met the sample criteria, located in the
Southwest of Western Australia.

4.5 PARTICIPANTS
A plhposive sample of seven SMEs in Perth and the southwest of Western Australia
were selected to obtain insights into the SlVlEs' innovation management prachce. The
foundation study outlined in chapter one defined the population as an SME with an
annual turnover of between $A50K and $ 12M per annum, in six different industry
groups: mining, wholesale, retail, plant and equipment hire, general engineering, and
electrical contracting. A profile of the participants is presented :in Table 5 . 1 , page 87.

4. 6 Data Collection
4.6. 1 Data collection procedures
This research was a four month project. It comprised the following four stages:

Stage 1 : Literature review;
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Stage 2 : Development ofresearch questions and questiom1aire;
Stage 3 : In-depth interviews;
Stage 4: Data analysis and wri tin g up.
Stage 1 : Literature Review (1 month)
A further literature review of important concepts, which may have an impact on the
SME CEO's decision making process, was conducted. However the literatme was
virtually silent on any additional concepts.

Stage 2: Deveiopment of Research Questions and Questionnaire (2
weeks)
A questionnaire was developed based on the results of the foundation study conducted
between Febrnaiy and June, 2005.
niepm
" m1.erv1ews
, &
•
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As outlined in Chapter five, seven SME CEOs in the Southwest of Western Australia
were interviewed to obtain insights into the SMEs' in.'lovation management practice.
To facilitate these interviews, first, telephone calls were made to the CEOs of those
firms listed in the Western Australia's Research and Development database to solicit
their ag·reement to participate m this research. Then the interviews and questionnaires
were conducted in their office. Each interview lasted 45 - 90 minutes approximately.
Notes were taken during the interview. The study setting was non-contrived, with no
researcher interference.
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Stage 4: Data Ana,ysis a.'n d V\Jriti ng up (6 weeks}
In-depth interview response data were analysed using manual qualitative procedures.
Data from the questionnaires were analysed quantitatively on a manual basis,
employing basic descriptive statistical methodology, due to the small sample.

As discussed i..11 chapter three, executive hubris measurement consists of the measure of
the four overlapping personality trnits. Figure 2.2 on page 48 porh·ays the four
overlapping personality trait concepts. The measuring instrument for these traits was
Bono, Erez, and Thoresen's (2003) 1 2-item CSES measure, that optimaily taps the
central CSE construct discussed in chapter two.

A 5-po int scale is suggested by Bono Erez, and Thoresen (2003) rangmg from
"strongly disagi-ee" to "strongly agree" for each step. However, Hambrick and Hiller
(2005) are concerned it might still require further modification for use with executives,
to ensure the range restriction did not obscure real differences between an executive
with, high CSE and those with Hyper-CSE. Researchers must ensure that they are
reliably distinguishing between the two, so Hambrick and Hiller (2005) offer two
possible solutions.

The first is to use a 7-point scale instead of the 5-point scale above; inciucJi,_-,_g "very
strongly disagree" and "very strongly agree" TI1e second was to re-word some of the
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items in the 1 2-item scale. As an example, the item: "When I try, I generally succeed"
might be re-worded to read : "When I try I almost always succeed." These suggestions
were given due consideration, and a decision ,vas made by the researcher to employ
them, based on their efficacy in the final draft of the questioru1aire. The amended
measurement instrument is outlined in appendix Al on page 1 63.

These aspects of the role of hyper-core CSE in SME CEOs' decision-making along
with a number of organisational and respondent background questions were included in
the questionnaire. A cover letter was also written and delivered v,rith the questionnaire
to explain to the respondents the purpose of this study and the confidential treatment of
their personal and organizational i._11fonnation.

4. 7 Data Analysis and Synthesis of Findings
The data collected from the interviews was f irst coded. Based on the research
framework, a iist of codes was developed. Although a number of software packages for
analysing qualitative data are available, suc.h as J\.lUDIST and Nvivo, developed by the
QST, they usually require time to set up; and due to the small amount of qualitative
data collected, it was analyzed manually because only seven ii1terviews were
conducted.

The data collected through the questionnaire smvey, was aiso analysed. This was due to
the fact there were only seven questionnaires to analyise, and it would have taken
longer to set up SPSS to accommodate the analysis, making it impractical to pursue this
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avenue. First, descriptive analyses was undertaken to identify how many CEOs possess
a hyper-core CSE and how their hyper-core CSE affects the SME CEO's SM decision
making process; decision quality; and perfonnance.

Next, a manual analysis to investigate the relationships between executive hubris; the
SME SM decision making process; decision quality; and performance was then
conducted. To examine the relationships between executive hubris and the SME SM
decision ma.Icing process, firms were grouped according to the levels of their CEOs'
executive hubris. These relationships are illustrated in Chapter 5.

4.8 Limitations
There are a number of iirnitations to this research. Firstly, this study focused on only a
few :industries in the Southwest of Western Australia. Therefore the results are not
representative of the total population. Secondly, the results from this study are not
generalisable to other industries iii other geographical areas. Thirdly, this research

generalisable to an international context similar to the industries studied.

Another potential limitation is that a single key respondent in each firm were selected
to provide information. If response bias occuITed, the results may have been affected.
Finally, due to time constraints,, the study was cross-sectional, and may not provide the
richness of data, of a longitudinal study. Notwithstanding these limitations, the
robustness of the research design, quality of data, testing of the provisional hypotheses,
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and the findings have provided some rich, promising insights into EH and how it may
affect how SME CEOs make decisions, described in Chapter 5.

4.9 Assumptions
Assumptions about the st11dy area may have a bearing on the findings. It was assumed
that personality traits have a major affect on how SME CEOs may make SM decisions
(Beaver & Prince, 2004; Forbes, 2005; Hambrick & Hiller, 2005; Higgins, 2000; Joyce
& Woods, 2003 ; Kets De Vries; Kahn & Manopichetwattana, 1 989; Miller & Toulouse,
1 982, 1 986, 1986a, 1 986b; Hodgkinson, 1 992; Sauner-Leroy, 2004).

It was also

assumed that EH is the overarching personality trait on which all other personality traits
are anchored, which Hambrick et al (2005) assert explains this effect. These
assumptions are based on these authors' assertions discussed in Chapter 2 .

4. 10 Ethical Considerations
Ethics in business research refers to the application of expected societal norms of
behavior or code of conduct while conducting research. In particular, it applies to the
participants and respondents researched or sponsored. In treating research subjects, I
fully understand that, as a researcher, I had the responsibility to protect subjects from
suffering physical hann, ernbmrnssrnent, pain, or loss of ptivacy. As a student at Edith
Cowan University, l also abided by the ethical codes of conduct set up by the
university.
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4. 1 1 Conclusion
This chapter has presented the methodology employed in this current study with regard
to the research design; data collection and analysis. It bas also demonstrated the
validity and reliability of such an approach; its limitations; assumptions; measurement
instruments, and ethical considerations taken to ensme fidelity toward the participants
and Edith Cowan University by the researcher. The findings from this process include
observations of recurring themes and issues that arose from participants' responses to
the questionnaire and the in-depth interviews. The multi-step approach employed is
outlined in Chapter 6, and facilitated the development and presentation of the research
framework portrayed in Figure 3 . 1 , page 7 1 . The research framework's efficacy may
enable it to inform practice about specific aspects of the research topic; aid future
research; and stimulate management theory debate, with regard to its appiication for
how SME CEOs make decisions. Chapter 5 will now present a comprehensive report
on the key findings of the research.
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CHAPTER 5: R ESEARCH Fi r-J DINGS
5. 1 Introduction
A descriptive analysis of the key research findings will now be discussed in this
chapter. The chapter will commence with an outline of the organisational profiles of the
participants and respondents; providing a brief description of their characteristics. It
will then move on to present and discuss the quantitative a.11d qualitative data gathered
from the questionnaires.

The data gathering process was a two phase one. It first employed the questionnaire
developed by Bono, Erez, and Thoresen, (2003) outlined in Chapters 2 and 4; and
presented in Appendix A, page 1 63. This involved a small amount of basic quantitative
data. The questionnaire was then followed by qualitative data collection conducted with
the seven CEOs in the sarnple, employing the in-depth interview outlined in Chapter 2
and presented in Appendix B, page 1 64. The data collection process followed was
discussed 111 detail in Chapter 4. However the recu..rring themes and issues arising from
the gathered data are presented in this Chapter.

This stndy's findings are presented within three main themes and their relevant issues.
The first theme is an analysis of the findings in relation to how (Hyper-) CSE affects
the SME CEO's decision making process construct. The second theme is an analysis of
the findings in relation to how core CSE affects the construct of the CEO's decision
quality. These two themes set the scene for the findings on the outcomes of the CEO's
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SM processes, including the greatest financiai wms and losses, v.rhich relate to the
management of org::misational performance. The fmal theme is an analysis that will
discuss the findings in relation to how the quality of the CEOs' decision made as a
result of their decision-making process, affects the construct of organisational
pe1formance

From there it wiil present and discuss the qualitative data gathered from the in-depth
interviews. Next, it v,rill present and discuss a comparative analysis conducted between
both data sets which determined whether there was any correlation between the t\vo,
which may have provided support for the researcher' s three provisional hypotheses.

The section on the CEO's decision m aking process is central in the study' s findings. To
justify the findings, each key area presents supporting evidence from the data collected
and analysed from the questionnaires and in-depth interviews conducted with the
respondents. Further they are compared and contrasted with the literature review in
chapter 2.

To maintain confidentiality and anonymity of respondent information no identifying
information is employed. However primary sources cited are located on pages 1 63-1 64,
after chapter six, as a key 1 to the references to prim,ffy sources. The material quoted
from the primary sources has had its identifying detail removed, however is held by the
researcher in the event it requires verification or further action. This prima_._ry data has
been collected from the in-depth intervie\V S conducted with the respondents.
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2 Profiles
5. 2. 1 Organisations
As outlined in the previous section, although to maintain confide ntiality a nd anonym ity
of respondent information no identif\,ing information is employed; a profiie of e ach
organisation is presented here !o provide an illustration of its general background and
operation. This will assist in enhancing the context of the discussion regarding the
rcseardi findings . Table "i . I below presents !he main demographics
'? levant to the research topic.

or the parl icipants

Table 5 . 1 Demogmp!tit:s !d'Partidp1mt�

Hem
T im e in
business
h1d11stry
--- - -

S1\1E

-

Pl

-

CEO
Interviewed
Staff

-

P3

P2

P5

P6

P7
30
30 yrs+
f Oyrs+ 30yrs -1
I Syrs
nyrs
I Syrs
yrs
J\!lanufactucin g Wholesale Building __ Export_cr Service Grower Retail
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
- - - Yes
- - ---+---

-

-

P4

----

-·-

-

---

-

Y s
Y e·s
_--+- ;
_ 4___

l

2�:

Yes
! l f-

Yes

I Of

Yes
24+

Yes

IO+

A farm machinery manufacturer and distributor, marketing a comprehensive range of
quality grass cu!ters and slashers in Western Austnil ia . Opcni t ing si11cc 1 984 under Ilic
current mvnership, it employs frmr, including the Managing Director. The Managing
Director is active in daily operations .
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Participant 2

An outdoor power equipment parts importer and wholesaler, which markets an
imported range to lawn mower retailers. Operating smce 1991 tmder the current
ownership, it employs four, including the Managing Director. The Managing Director
is active in daily operations.

Participant 3
A well established building company for many decades, which is at the upper end of
the medium enterprise continuum in the SME classification, with dozens of employees
and sub- contractors. Marketing a range of hH'ge scaie buiiding services; it focuses on
medium to large ticket civil engineering projects i n Western Australia. The Managing
Director is active in daily operations.
Participant 4
A fifteen year old manufacturer and distributor of vehicle security systems and
components, which markets worldwide. With a staff of eleven approximately, the
Managing Director is active in daily operations.
Participant 5
Although this SJ\,fE has been operating for over a decade,

i._
11_

the last twelve months an

employee buyout occmTed, and the cmrent Managing Director has held the position
since then, and is active in daily operations. Specialists in quality corporate
accmnmodation, the organisation manages a portfolio of executive level apartments for
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corporate and up market le isure travelers. It has approximately ten staff, and subcontractors.
Participant 6
Operating for over thirty years under the current ownersbip, this S:ME is a flower
grower and wholesaler. Marketing its range nationally, it employs several dozen staf(
with the Managing Director actively involved in daily operations.
Participant 7
A second generation family nm SME, with the Ivlanaging Director actively involved in
daily operations; it markets it range of commercial cooking equipment in Western
Australia. Employing ten staff approximately, it is a mm·ket leader in its industry.

5.2.2 Chief Executive Officer Profiles
Respondent Profiles
Table 5 .2 on page 90 presents cross tabulati011-s of the age demographics of the
responclents relevant to the research topic. It demonstrates only one respondent is under
3 5 years of age and non are over 65 years of age; two are in the 36-45 age group; and
three in the 46-55 age group. These findings are consistent with Parker's (2005)
foundation study. This is an interesting finding; due to the under-representation of
CEOs aged 25-3 5 in the sample. However the questions as to why the CEOs in the
foundation study and this main study were mostly 46-55 years of age, is beyond the
scope of this research.

OQ

OJ

Table 5 . 2
Cross Tabulation: Age Distribution ofRespondents by Organisation.
I

I

'-----------�-

!

AGE
25-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
Total

- ...,-,�-

,..k

1

-

1

Organisation
3 4 5 6
1
1
l
l

7

Total

l

1

1

1
7

1

1
.l

1

_J_

1

J_

1
.!

The imbalance of age representation m the 46-55 age group in these samples may
trigger interest and opportunities for forther research into why it appears that this age
group represents the mean age of CEOs in the sample; and whether (Hyper-) CSE
levels in particular, may lead to the maj ority of SME CEOs being represented in this
age group.
To illustrate that the age of a CEO may be a possible factor that contributes to this
finding, it has been suggested that the speed with which SM decisions are made may
affect SMEs performance (Forbes, 2005; Hambrick & Hiller, 2005) . Further, the age of
the executive as Forbes (2005) asserts ; may have an affect on the speed with which
Sl\A�s make those decisions. So, fast decisions may not always equate with improved
perfonnance, and may affect SME success and failure rates (Forbes, 2005).
This aspect of age affecting the speed of the SlVI decision and also executive hubris's
affect on

decision speed was explored in Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) seven
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propositions regarding exec11tive hubris in the researcher' s research proposal for the
pmpose of this research. It suggests they are valid and reliable tools to facilitate this
foture research stream. For example Forbes (2005) asserts that older CEOs make STvr
decisions quicker than younger ones, and when younger CEOs attempt to make SM
decisions quicker than normal for their age, those decisions are often seriously flawed,
many leading to the demise of the organisation.

This may be one reason why CEOs in the 25-35 year age group v.rere underfepresented versus those in the 45-55 age group. There may not be as many CEOs aged
25-3 5 compared to those aged 46-55 that are able to control their organisation's
performance and so survive in the long term. For example, in Forbes' s (2005) study on
the "Silicon Alley" community in New York drawn from a data base established in
1 999 regarding new internet ventures; this author investigated the speed with which
younger and older CEOs make their SM decisions.

One of Forbes's (2005) hypotheses in thi� study postulates that younger CEOs will
make faster decisions. However to his surprise, his hypothesis is not suppmied. There
was a strong reverse relationship; the positive main affect indicating that older
managers make faster decisions.

This suggests that consistent with life course themy, it may be that older CEOs being
closer to retirement, may feel the need to work faster; or they may have greater
opportunity costs due to leaving previous employment pursuant to human capital
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theory; or their decision processes may have become more efficient and routine over
time (Forbes, 2005).

Clearly there is an opportunity for futnre research to study hubris' s affect on not only
decision speed, but thin..1<:ing patterns in CEOs in the 45+ age group; to determine if
there is any relationship between executive hubris and thinking patterns in CEOs that
may affect decision speed. For example, Hambrick and Hiller (2005) assert that the
·
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identity caused by life circumstances, as Donellan, Robins and Trzesniewski's (2003)
study identified. For instance, in Donellan, Robins and Trzesniewski's (2003) tvvo
studies; a Meta analysis of 50 published articles (N = 29,839) and an analysis of data
frorn four large national studies (N = 74,3 8 1 ) was conducted. Findings suggest that
self-esteem, one of the four key personality traits anchored in CSE porh·ayed in Figure
2.2, page 48; showed substantial continuity over time, where disattenuated correlations
ranged from the . 50s to .70s. This is comparable to the emotional stability found
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Both studies suggest a robust developmental trend (Donellan, Robins Iv Trzesniewski,
2003). The findings s11ggest self-esteem stability is lov,r during childhood, increases
throughout adolescence and young adulthood, and declines during mid-life and old age.
This trend could not be explained by age differences in the reliability of self-esteem
measures. Further, it is generally replicated across gender; ethnicity; self-esteem scale;
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Taking up this integrated view of stability and change Doneilan, Robins and
Trzesniewski' s (2003) study identified, Hambtick and Hiller (2005) suggest that a
CEO's CSE may well be shaped mainly by genetic factors at birth and during the
formative years; then reinforced or diminished by long term feedback processes
throughout iife. However even recent events may change it, albeit to a smaller extent
Hamb1ick et al, 2005).

In conclusion, there may be a c01Telation based on these findings between 25- 3 5 year
old CEOs and (Hyper-) core CSE, which may contribute to their under-representation
as CEOs in the sample. Clearly there is an opportunity for further research on this
particular aspect.
Gender

Gender is the second and finai respondent demographic analysed. Table 5 .3, page 94
presents the gender demographic of the re_spondents that are relevant to the research
topic. Interestingly, all respondents were male. This is consistent with the profiles of
the respondents iii this researcher's fmmdation study, all of whom were also male.
Further it is consistent with all the preliminary phone calls the researcher made to
obtain participants for both the foundation and this main study.
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Table 5.3

Cross Tabulation: Gender Distribution o Re..pmulents hy Organi.mtion

I

f

Gender
Male
Female
Tota!

�

1
1

Organisation
2 3 4 5 6
1 1 1 1 1
1

1

.L

1

.I.

1

1

7
1
1

Total
··�

7

At least fifty phone ca1ls were made by the researcher to fac il itate participants, yet
every CEO contacted to elicit their organisation' participation in the study was male.
This is an interesting finding; however determining the answers to the paradox as to
v1hy ail the CEOs dming the phone calls to obtain participants for the foundation study;
the foundation study itself, and this main study were male, is beyond the scope of this
research.
1 ne

�,

of male representation m these samples may trigger interest ana

oppo1tunities for further research into why it appears that more males than females may
l1old SIVIE C.EO positions; and vvl1ether (Hyper-) CSE ln partict1lar, 111ay lead to tl1e
disproportionate number of male CEOs versus female CEOs 111 SJVl.,Es . Could for
example, the personality traits m a female be of a different "mix" which prohibits
significant numbers of fem,ales from taking on CEO roles, not just in SMEs, the topic of
thi s research, but i n general ? In conclus ion, as for the age demographic discussed in the
last section; there is an opportunity for further research on this particular aspect too .
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5.2.3 Analysis of the profile
This organisational and CEO profile demonstrate that the sample is fairly representative
of the total population, at the confidence level required for an exploratory study. The
generalisability of the findings as outlined in Chapter 5 may be limited by the sample
size; however, they rnay valid and reiiable for the purpose of the research, outlined in
Chapter 4 .

AJl CEOs responded to the questionnaire which was completed after the ii.1-depth
interview.

The questionnaire contained a seven point Like1t scale, employed to

measure the level of CSE of each CEO . .All questionnaires were usable, as all
respondents answered 100% of the questions asked. Further, all C'EOs answered 100%
of the questions asked in the in-depth interviews, and on analysis, all responses to the
in-depth interviews were also usable.

This response rate was very high, and provided useful quantitative date from which the
rich qualitative data could be compared ana'analyzed in an attempt to determine if there
was support for the three hypotheses.

Further, all respondents demonstrated a very high level of interest in pmiicipating in
this new research stream, talking frariJdy and openly with the researcher. This finding
does not support Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) assertion that CEOs may be loathe to
discuss their circumstances with regard to their personality, and therefore it may be
necessary for researchers to employ proxy measures, such as triangulation, suggested
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by Ban-ett- Pugh (2005) outlined m the researcher's research proposal changes
checklist.

in only one case, was it not possibie to interview the CEO; however that was due to
time constraints in his schedule. However, by i.n terviewing the Chief Financial Officer,
a director; a pragmatic trianguiation of the data was deveioped, which although
unplanned, contributed to the richness of the qualitative data, pursuant to a suggestion
made to the researcher by Bmrntt-Pugh (2005), outlined above.

The remainder of this chapter will now discuss the research findings pursuant to its key
themes and issues, relating them to the foundation study in chapter three and the
l iterature review in chapter two.

In this section, a descriptive statistical analysis a._11d explanation of the quantitative
sampie· data is presented. This includes cross-tabulation and reverse coded resuits;
descriptive statistics tables; charts illustrating these tables; a frequency distribution;
sample means and standard sample deviation table; :md bar graphs illustrating the CSE
sample distribution; proportions; and percentages. This facilitates a limited test of
Bono, Erez, Judge, and Thorensen's (2003) CSES that measures the subjects' responses
to Hambrick and Biller's (2005) questionnaire, the qualitative instrument employed
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In this cmTent research.

Cross tabulation
The data gathered was first coded and then cross-tabulated. As a result of some
respondents reporting 1 = "very strongly disagree" against various measures, it was
necessmy to reverse - code these paiticular responses. Table 5 .4 below presents the
final cross - tabulated reverse coded results. Due to the small sample size, this table was
developed by employing Microsoft Excel.
Table 5.4

Cross Tabulati<m: CSE Distribution in Respondent;;, Reverse Coded in Bono, Rrez,
Judge and Thorensen 's (2003) 12 Item CSES Measure
Item
1 . I am confident I get the success I deseive in
life
2. Sometimes, I feel depressed
3. \Vhen I try, I generally succeed
4. Sometimes, when I fail T foel worthless
5. I complete tasks successfully
6. Sometimes, I do not feel in control of my
work
7. Overall, l am satisfied with myself
i 8. I am filied witJ1 doubts about my competence.
9. I determine what will happen in my life
l O. I do not feel in control of my success in my
I! career
.! 1 1 . T am capable of coping with most of my
,
1 prob1ems
12. There are times when things look pretf'y
I bleak and hopeless to me
.

f

Rl R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 TOTAL
6
5
6
4.5 4
4
5
34.5
4

3

6
5

7
6
7
6

4
5

4
5

4

3

4

3

4.5
4. 5
3.5

4

5

5
3

4

3

5

4

3

7

5

3

6

5
2
5

7

2

5

5

5

5

3
4

7

4

4

4
2
6

2

7

4

3

7
6

7

4

3

2

2

2

7

6

5

5

5

6

5

6

3

66

3

4

3

7

3

50

48

43

60

44

3

66

29

36
29
33.5
29

34.5

26.5

27

38

26

377

Two additional anchor points were incorporated into Bono, Erez, Judge and
Thorensen' s (2003) 1 2 item 7 Point C SES, pursuant to Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005)
recommendation, to ensure any respondents with (Hyper-) core CSE were able to be
identified and differentiated from respondents who may have had high levels of CSE.
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This was essential to ensure an accurate analysis of the data collected; by preventing
cross- contamination of the data that may be caused by an overlapping of the intervals
outlined on page 1 02 (Hambrick & Hiller, 2005).
A Descriptive Statistical AnaZvsis <�fthe cross- tabulated, reverse coded sample data

To develop the descriptive statistical analysis of the reverse-coded cross-tabulated data
in Table 5.4 page 97 ; the data were entered into Microsoft Excel's descriptive data
analysis add-in sub-programme. Table 5.5, page 99 presents the descriptive statistical
analysis, from which the research findings in this chapter ase drawn and discussed.
1Vfeasures of central tendency of sample data

The mean 1n Table 5.5 page 99 was computed based on the arithrnetic mean versus the
median, as it is the best mean to employ when there is no great variance in data
(Berensen & Levine, 1 999). In this data set, there is no great variance i.11 data, hence
the choice of the arithmetic mean.

Measures of variation in sample data

As Table 5 .5 page 99 confirms, as the data set has minimai variance; with a spread of
only 23 from the smallest to the largest value; it follows therefore, as Berensen and
Levine ( 1 999) assert, it also has a small standard deviation. Tn this case: only 9 .973 77 5.
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Table 5 . 5

A Descrfpt;ve Statistical Analysis of the Sample Data Developedfrom the Reverse
Coded Cross- Tabulated Data.

II Mean
Standard Error

5 3 . 857 1 4 1
3.769733
50
1
66
9.97 3 7 7 5 j
99.476 1 9 I
-2. 1 1 58
0. 309687
23
43
66
377
7
66
43

I Median

I Mode

I

I

Standard Deviation
S ample Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
I Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
1 Count
Largest(1 )
I S mallest(1 )
Confidence Level
(95. 0%)
I

I

I

I

II

I

9.2242 1

Shape of the data set
As

a result of the fairiy equal distdbution; minimal variance and deviation of the data

around the arithmetic mean; it may be stated with a 95 % confidence interval that the
shape of the data is fairly symmetrical, with a skewness of only 0.309687; which
provides confidence that the sample data set is representative of the individuai

respondents CSE levels. This suggests that Bono, Erez, Judge and Thorensen's (2003)
12 Item CSES measure in this limited study' s instance, may be a valid and reliable
measure of the CSE levels apparent in the subjects .

I n support of these data set findings; developed from the descriptive statistical analysis
in Table 5 . 5 above; Chart 5 . 1 presented on page 1 00, illustrates the shape of the data
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versus the sample mean. It is apparent that three subjects have over-average CSE
levels, and four have under-average CSE levels in respect to the sample mean.

Noting that executive hubris is expected to manifest when a (Hyper-) CSE is self reported in the range of 70+ as Hambrick and Hiller (2005) assert; Chart 5. 1 , below
clearly demonstrates that a (Hyper-) CSE was not reported by respondents. For
instance, the sample means of 53 . 8 57 1 4 depicted as the red bar; when compared with
the mean CSE level of each of the seven respondents; demonstrates no subjects falls
into the70+ (Hyper)- Core CSE interval.
Chart 5. 1 A Comparison ofCSF; leveLr ofseven suhjectr versus the Sample Mean: Reverse coded in the
Bono, Erez, Judge and Thorensen (2003) 12 item CSE Measure.

R7

R6

R5

Respondent R4
R3

R1
. 10_ -

41
311
211
CSE Level (70+= (Hyper-) core CSE

100

70

The chart does however; deinonstrate that Respondent i and Respondent 7 with C SEs
of 66 each, report having high levels of CSE. However, as Judge, Pucik, Thorensen,
and \X/ellbourne ( 1 999) assert; respondents who evaiuate themselves positively in a
variety of samples drawn by these authors, are more satisfied with work; pe1formed
better; and dealt with upheaval better than those lacking

these types of self-

assessm�nts. This suggests there is aJl optimum level of CSE that proves beneficial to
executives with regard to how they m?j...e SM decisions in SIViEs . Beyond this, in ievels
termed (Hyper-) core CSE, EH is expected to manifest. This may reduce the
effectiveness of a CEO' s SM decision making process; the quality of the SM decisions
made within that process; which may lead to a reduction in organisational performance
(Hambrick & Hiller;2005). It is essential at this point to pause and flag the importance
of identifying optimum CSE levels. This issue is also central to this study.

To determine v.rhether there was any support for Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005)
assertions regarding optimum CSE levels, the researcher examined whether there was
any coffelation between the reverse coded ·self - reported results in this ctment study
presented :in Table 5 .5, page 99 and the results from the in-depth interview. This
anaiysis also faciiitated a determination as to whether there was any support for the
three hypotheses postulated by the researcher. The findings from this analysis of these
two data sets are presented in the next section.

Moving on now to discuss the remainder of the observations about the shape of the data
set and its implications, Table 5 . 6 page 102 describes the norms for the group
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developed from Table 5 .4, page 97 . It also demonstrates the mean CSE level for the
group is 4 . 1 7, which lies close to the mid-nmge in Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) CSE
continuum . This suggests that unlike the sample in the foundation sh1dy, no respondent
reported (Hyper-) CSE.
Table 5.6

1¥lea11 ami Standard Deviation for ti1e Level of CSE in Respondents
Rl

7
66
Valid
Mean
5 . 50
Std
1 .7689
Deviation

n=

R2
50
4. 1 7
0

R3
48
4

R4
43
3.58

D
is:
H,.J

60
,:

R6
44
3 .67

R7
66
5.50

0 . 0289 0.348 1 0.6889 0.2500 1 .7689

Total
377
4.17

Table 5.7 page 103 and Chart 5 .2, page 1 04; Table 5 . 8, page 105; Chart 5 . 3 , page 1 05 ;
and Chart 5 . 4 , page 1 06 demonstrate, illustrate and support this suggestion.
1n support of these findings deveioped from the reverse-coded cross-tabulation in Table
5 .4, page 97 ; based on tne number of observations i.11 the data, seven class groupings
were chosen; with the class intervais developed empioying the following formuia viz:
Width of Interval =
Range
Number of desired class groupings
= 66 - 43 = 23 / 7=3
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Table 5 . 7 below, illustrates the frequency distribution of CSE levels in the respondents
within the sample, calculated from the above formula .
Table 5.7

Frequency Distribution of CSE Levels in Seven Re.spondents
CSE Levels
43 but less than
46 but less than
49 but less than
52 but less than
55 but less than
58 but less than
61 but less than
64 but less than
Total

46
49
52
55
58
6l
64
67

Number of
Respondents
-

7

Developed from Table 5 . 7 above, Chart 5 .2 page 104 illustrates the frequency
distribution of CSE in the sample. Also developed from Table 5.7 above; Table 5 .9,
page 1 09, illustrates the relative sample frequency distribution and percentage
distribution of respondents' CSE levels .

T o illustrate Table 5 .8's relative frequency �nd percentage distribution findings o n page
105 ; Chart 5 .3 , page 1 05 pmtrays the proporiion of respondents who fall into each
CSE intervai. The largest proportion of respondents p = . 286 are equaiiy distributed in
the lowest and highest intervals respectively. The lowest proportion of respondents
p=. 143 are equally distributed in the second and third lmvest intervals, and the second
highest interval .
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Page 104 not present i n origi nal

Table 5.8

Relative Frequency Distribution and Percentage Distribution of the CSE Levels in
Seven Respondents
CSE Levels
43 but less than
46 but less than
49 but less than
52 but less than
55 but less than
5 8 but less than
6 1 but l ess than
64 but less than

Total

46
49
52
55
58
61
64

Proportion of
Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents
28.6

.286
. 1 43
. 1 43

1 4.3
1 4.3

-

-

-

. 1 43

1 4 .3

.286
I .OOO

28.6
100.0

-

67

-

when they try; they generally succeed (Hambrick et al, 2005). As a result of tbjs abi lity
to succeed when trying to cope with their problems, they are satisfied with themselves
Chart 5.3 Relative Freque11ey Distribution oftl1e C'SE Levels ill Seven Respo11de11ts

Relative Sample Frequency Distribution of C S E Levels
1 '-= 7

6 t but lea& lhPn 64

.-

58 but less th<m 6
55 b1� 18&1< than 58
I

CSE Levels

52 but le,;s than

I

l

56'-1

c --'e _
j

43 but less than 46

'

I

I

I

i

I

I

46 bul lass than 49

l

I

,._,

49 but l�s than 52

I

1,

--

0

0.25

0.35

0.45

Proportion of Respondents

1 05

o.s

0.55

Cba11 5.4 Relative Percentage Distrib11tio11 of CSE Levels in Se11e11 Responde11ts

Relative Sample Percentage Distribution of CSE Levels

I

55 but 1.,,.. than 58
CSE Levels

43 but 1""8 than 46
0

15

30

45

75

% of Respondents

and are confident as a result, they get the success they deserve in life ( Hambrick et al,

2005 ) . The reason for this confidence is that they determine what will ha pp en in their
l ives (Ha mbrick et al , 2005 ) . Th is is due to the fact they are able to com p lete their dai l y
tasks successfull y (Hambrick & Hi l ler, 2005 ) .

As a result of this level of confidence in their lives, they have not suffered depression or
felt worthless : which may be sy m ptoms an individual may suffer caused by not being in

control of their work (Hambrick & Hiller, 2005 ) . As a result they <lo not feel an y lack
of conb·ol in their success with in their careers (Hamb11ck & Hiller, 2005 ) . This prevents

them being filled with doubts about their comp etence , and further, althou g h there are
difficult times they never seem bleak or hop eless (Hambrick & Hiller , 2005).
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In conclusion, a key finding is that the sample respondents' CSE levels lie within the
mid- range of Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) CSE continuum at 4 . 1 7 . This suggests
(Hyper-) CSE is not present in these respondents For example although respondents
one and seven have the highest reported levels of CSE at 5.50 on Hambrick et al's
(2005) CSE continuum, deviating from the norm by 1.7689; Hambrick and Hiller
(2005) expect (Hyperl) CSE only to manifest in executives with a CSE level of 7+.

As there v,rere no CEOs in the sample that appeared to possess EH in their personalities,
it was not possible to compare (Hyper-) core CSE self- report results versus non
(Hyper-) core self- reports. To determine if there was any support for the researcher's
hypotheses postulated, it was therefore necessary to firstly compare the research
findings across the symmetrical quantitative data set, and then detennine if there was
any coITelation between this set and the qualitative data gathered from the sample. To
facihtate this determination, a descriptive analysis and explanation of the CSE levels in
respondents drawn from the qualitative data was conducted, and this is presented in the
next section.

5.4 Qualitative Data Findings
ln essence, as outlined in the previous section, any cmTelation between the quantitative
and qualitative data sets, and fmther whether the cmTelation is positive or negative,
determines the level of support for the provisional hypotheses.
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To facilitate this determination, firstly the quantitative data was analysed, and the
findings presented ,in the last section. Next a descriptive analysis and explanation of the

qualitative data gathered was developed and these findings are presented in this section.
Finally, the comparison between the two data sets was conducted to determine whether
a correlation existed. The findings from this comparison are presented in the next three
sections.

The findings drawn from the qualitative data in-depth interview questions tool
eonducted by the researcher alluded to in the last section and above, were tabulated and
are presented in Tabie 5.9, page 1 10. Deveioped from Hambrick and Hiller's (2005)
propositions; this tool outlined in chapter two and presented in Appendix B 1 on page
l. hd
to t·a.p• thP
\
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The initial tabulated findings in Table 5. 1 0, page 1 10, reveal the foilowing results for
the independent variables that are predictors of the dependent variables of the CEO's
SM decision making process; SM decision quality; and organisational performance; the
•
.
11 , 11 ,· moae1
three 1r
,,,_�y concepts m tl1e SME s1.vill1.v1
·, ' ( ;:,ee
" p·1gure .J·, . ...1 , page 70·).
m
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Regarding the CEO SM decision making process followed by respondents, the
maj ority pursue comprehensiveness; the speed of the process varies from 1 day
to years; and the majority maintain a centraiised process.

•

Regarding the SM decision quality that occurs as a result of the process
followed, the majority have oniy conducted one large scale initiative per year,
over the last f ive years. However the value of those large scale initiatives varies
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considerably. Three 1:espondents were unsure of the quantum value of their large
scale initiatives; however they all stated that their worth to the organisation was

considerable. Interestingiy, 50% of respondents pursue strategic deviation from
industry norms, with the remainder pursuing strategic direction consistent with
those norms. In conclusion, the organisations' persistence in pursuing the
strategic initiatives varies from 25% to 1 00%, with the majority pursuing these
initiatives over 50% of the time.

@

Finally, regarding organisational performance as an outcome of the CEO's SM
decision quality, the majority of respondents did not experience any extremes in

• performance over the last five yeass. Only two reported any extremes in
performance.

The next three sections will discuss the comprehensive results of the rich qualitative
data that was analysed from Hambrick m1d Hitler's (2005) in-depth interview questions;
and the subsequent comparative results of tl�e two data sets which determined whether a
c01Telation existed between the tv.ro.

Each section will then present the findings

regarding the level of support for the researcher's respective directional hypotheses.

5.5 1 he Sfl/lE CEO 's Strategic Management Decision= making
Process
A descriptive qualitative analysis conducted on Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) in-depth
interview questions tabulated in Table 5.9, page 1 1 0 is presented and compared with
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Table 5.9
Tabulated Findingsfi-om the Hambrick and Hiller {2005} Qualitative Data Jn-depth Jnter11iew Questions

..
..
e

Item
1. SM decision
making p.rncess
Comprehensiveness
Speed
Centralisation

2.

s1vr decision

e $ Value of each on
average

• Strategic deviation from
industry norms
• Persistence of the
organisation in pursuing
CEO initiatives

R6

R7

R2

R3

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Years

2 Wks

1 day

1 day

2wks

16 mths

l mth

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

10

5

20

5

5

5

1 90K

NIA

2M

NIA

N/A

SM

3M

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

25%

65%

75%

80%

50%

1 00%

80%

No
loss

No big
wins

No
loss

Steady
Growth

Steady
Growth

None

None

New
product
failure

None

None

None

None

R4

quali ty

" # of large scale
initiatives per year for the
last five years

RS

Rl

3. or,anisationa!
12erformance

• Greatest wins
• Greatest losses

Indusuy
downturn
Bad
working
relations

1 10

Closed
loss
making
division
Staff
losses

the quantitative data results presented i.11 this chapter thus far. This a11alysis is in the
context of the SME CEO's SM decision making process; the first variable jn the SME
STVID1Vf model. In sum it will discuss the level of support for Hypothesis 1 viz:

•

Hypothesis 1 : The greater a CEOs core self evaluation; the less comprehensive
will be the organisation's strategic management decision- processes.

5.5. 1 Comprehensiveness
The first variable that may be directly affected by CSE in an SME CEO' s SM decision
making process is comprehensiveness, predicted in Figure 2 .4, page 52. Fredrickson's
( 1 9 84a, p. 3 99.) seminal work on comprehensiveness defines the term as : "The extent
to which an organization attempts to be exhaustive or inclusive in making and
° greatc;;
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CEO's CSE, the less comprehensive will be the SME CEO' s SM decision making
process.

it was ·not possible due to the qualitative nature of the data to conduct an alpha coefficient analysis to determine whether any correlation exists between (Hyper-) CSE
and comprehensiveness. However the data did reveal enough rich infonnation to map
out a ranking analysis, which facilitated a simple cotTelation analysis of the data.
Employing Fredrickson' s

( 1984a)

seminal comprehensiveness

construct,

the

respondents' comprehensiveness levels were ranked pursuant to its four dimensions,
and the results are presented in Table 5. 10, page 1 12.
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Table 5 . 1 0
.Respondents ' Comprehensiveness Level Rankings Based on Fredrickson 's (1984a) Comprehensiveness
Constn1ct.
Resl!ondcnt CSE Leve! Ranking
64 but less than
61 but less than
58 but less than
55 but less than
52 but less than
49 but less than
46 but iess lhau
43 but less than

67: Rl&R7= 1 st
64:
G l : R5 =3rd
58:
55 :
52 : R2
=4d1
49: RJ
=51h
46: R6 =6th
R4 =7th

Situation

Generation of

Diagnosis

Alternatives
X

Evaluation of
Alternatives

X

X

X

II

X

X

TOTAL

X
X

X

X

X

DeCiSiOn
Integration

X
A

X

A
y

!

!he comprehensiveness results in table 5 . 1 0, above were verified after determining the

analysis of the qualitative data from Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) in-depth interview
questions employed in the study. They were then compared to the respondents' CSE
level rankings in Table 5 .7, page 1 03 . This methodology was also employed for the
analysis of the results for speed and centralisation, the two other variables identified

i._11

the study that may affect comprehensiveness. The results for these two variables are
presented in the next two sections
Table 5 . 1 1 , page 1 1 3 and Chart 5 . 5 , page 1 14 demonstrate this companson and
confirm there is a negative relationship between the CSE levels in all respondents and
the level of comprehensiveness in their organisations' SlvI: decision making process.
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Table 5 : 1 1
Respondents CSJ,,' fevels and Comprehensiveness Relationships

Respondent CSE Level
Ranking
64 but less than
61 but less than
58 but less than
55 but less than
52 but less than
49 but less than
46 but less than
43 but less than

Respondent SM Decision Process
Comprehensiveness Ranking
Rl & R7= 4th

67: Rl &R7= 1 st
64:
6 1 : R 5 =3rd
58:
55:
52: R2 =4th
49: R3 =5th
46: R6 =6th
R4 =7th

R5 = 4th
R2
R3
R6
R4

= 7th
= 3rd
= 2nd
= 1 st

5.5.2 Speed
A second variable identified that may be affected in a CEO's Sl'vi decision making
process by CSE, is speed, also predicted in Figure 2 .4, page 52 . For example intuition
suggests that the faster a CEO makes SM decision the less, as Hambrick and Hilier
(225); and Fredrickson (1 984a, p . 399) assert, is "the extent as to which an organization
attempts to be eyhaustive or inclusive in making and integrating strategic decisions ."
However this study's findings suggest speed has an indirect affect on the SME CEO's
SJ\A decision maJcing process, caused through the moderating affect the speed with
which the SM decision is made has on reducing comprehensiveness. It is partially
associated with Hambrick and P_.ilier's (2005, pp. 297-3 1 9) proposition that "The
greater a CEO ' s CSE, the faster will be the organisation' s strategic decision- making."
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Chart 5.5 Rt!$pondenls CSE levels and Comprehensiveness Relationship

Respondents CSE Levels and Comprehensiveness Relationship
64 but less than 67 .

58 but less than 61
55 bu1 less than

1

sa

C S E Levels

52 but 1"6S than 55

1

49 but less t ha n 52

I

I.

43 but '""" than 46

High

C omprehe nsiveness Leve ls

Low

Table 5 . 1 2, page 1 1 5 and Chart 5 .6, page 1 1 6 demonstrate this comparison and confirm
there is a negative relationship in all respondents between their CSE levels and the level
of speed in their organisations' SM decision making process. These results provide
partial support for Hambrick and Hil ler's (2005) proposition on this issue.
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Table 5 . 1 2
Respondents CSJ,,' levels and Speed Relationships

Respondent CSE Level Ranking
64 but less than
61 but less than
58 but less than
55 but less than
52 but less than
4 9 but less than
46 but less than
43 but less than

Respondent SM Decision Process Speed
Ranking
Rl & R7= 7h& 5th

67: Rl &R7= 1 st
64:
6 1 : R5 =3rd
58:
55:
5 2 : R2 =4th
49: R3 =Sth
46: R6 =6th
R4 =7th

R5 = 3rd
R2
RJ
R6
R4

= 3 rd
= 1 st
= 6th
= 1 st

5.5.3 Centralisation
A third and final antecedent which this study has identified that may affect an SME
CEO' s SJvI decision ma.._king process is centralisation, predicted in Figure 2 .4, page 5 2 .
For example Ha..1TI.brick and Hiller (2005, pp . 297-3 1 9) assert that "T1ne greater a CEO ' s
core self-evaluation the n1ore centralized wflJ b e the organization ' s strategic decision
making."
.
t-r 1 ·
h
, , ''C 'oe tween •'F•l
·
as t'.ney view
._.�....,. personau
Th
_._ -1 ese aut'nors expect a !Uh
· · ty ana' cen,.._a.1sa.ion

high CSE CEOs as favouring highly centralised SM decision processes so they can be
involved in the strategic deliberations and determinations.
These CEOs are of the view they posses valuable insights and skills as Hambrick and
Hiller (2005) assert; and further, they believe their personal efforts always lead to
favomable outcomes, as others can not make a strategic decisions as well as they can
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Chart 5.6 Respo11de11ts ' CSE Levels and SM Decision Speed Relationships
Respondents' C S E Levels and Decision Speed Correlatio ns
IM bul lesg than 67 .-----------------�---------

58 but less than 81

CSE L�

55 bul l8"S lhan 58

52 but r..ss 1ha n

ss j

49 but less than 52�

46 but less then 49

"3 but le6s than 46

Low

Speed Levels

High

(Hambrick et al, 2005). As a result they will not delegate this aspect and often act
unilaterally (Hambrick et al, 2005).
Table 5 . 1 3, page 1 1 7 and Chart 5 . 7, page 1 1 8 demonstrate this comparison and suggest
there is a negative relationships in all respondents� between their CSE levels and the
level of centralisation in their organisations' SM decision making process. These
results suggest partial support for Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) proposition on this
issue.

Centralisation may be viewed in the context of this study as an inverted mirror image of
comprehensiveness presented in Table 5 . 1 1 , page 1 12 and Chart 5 .5, page 1 1 4. For
1 16

example intuition suggests that the more comprehensive the Slv1 decision making
process, the less centralised it is, and vice versa. By employing the aforementioned
Table and chart the inverted min-or image may be identified by comparin g then1 with
Table 5 . 1 3 , below and Chart 5 .6, page 1 1 6 . This is an exploratory finding of the
intuition outlined above.

Table 5 . 1 3
Respondents CSE levels and Cent.-alisation Reiationsbips

Respondent CSE Level
Ranking

64 but less than
61 but less than
58 but less than
55 but less than
5 2 but less than
49 but less than
46 but less than
43 but less than

Respondent SM Decision Process
Centralisation Ranking

67: Rl &R7= 1 st
64:
61 : R5 =3rd
58:
55:
52: R2 =4th
49: R3 =5th
46: R6 =6th
R4 =7th

Rl & R7= 2nd
R5 = 2nd
R2
RJ
R6
R4

= 1 st
= 5th
= 6th
= 7th

5. 5.4 Level of su:nnorl fur Hvnothesis 1
.-.

:4' 8

Based on these results, the findings suggest partial support for hypothesis one . Further
there is -appears to be partial support for Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) propositions
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Chart 5. 7 Respondents ' CSE Levels and Centralisation Relationships

Respo ndents CSE Levels and Centralisation Correlations

61 but leu than 64

j

I

55 but less than 53
52 but less ttan 56 j
49 but less than 52J

<C6 but less Iha n 49 1

43 but less than 'le

Low

Centralisation Levels

High

regarding the affect of CSE on the speed and centralisation of the SME SM decision
making process. Therefore hypothesis one is not rejected.

5. 6 SME Executives ' Decision Quality
In this � ection, as for the last, a descriptive ·qualitative analysis conducted on Hambrick

and Hiller' s (2005) in-depth interview questions is presented and compared with the
quantitative data results . This analysis is in the context of the SME CEO's decision
quality; itself an outcome of the SME CEO' s decision making process and the second
dependent variable in the SME SMDM model. In sum it will disc uss the level of
support for Hypothesis 2 viz:
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HyQothesis 2 : The greater a CEO's core self evaluation; the less will be the quality
of the CEO' s strategic choices made.

In the SMDM model, it is expected that the quaiity of the CEO's SM decision may be
mediated by the CEO' s SM decision making process or directly by a CEO's CSE. In
any of these events, Hambrick and Hiiler (2005) expect that a CEO' s level of CSE may
determine the level of quality of the SM decision. For example these authors assert that
three key predictors of S�.1E SM decision quality are the number and scale of quantum
of large scale initiatives undertal<_en by the organisation; the degree of sh·ategy
deviation by the organisation from indushy norms, and the level of an organisation's
persistence in pursuing strategies launched by the CEO. These predictors' results are
discussed in the next three sections.

5. 6. 1 Large stakes initiatives undertaken
Hambrick and Hiller's (2005) proposition regarding this issue is that the greater a
CEO's CSE, the greater will be the number and scale of quantum large stakes initiatives
undertaken by the organisation. Tl1is outc01ne may be due to the CEO's self assurance
and high confidence levels. Further, CEOs with high CSE are sure of their ability to
success-fully implement these decisions and overcome any problem that may occur
(Hambrick & Hiller, 2005).

Table 5.14, page 1 20 and Chart 5.8, page 1 2 1 demonstrate this comparison which
suggests a positive relationship in all respondents regarding their CSE levels and the
level of large stake initiatives in their organisations' SM decision making process.
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These results provide limited support for Hambrick and Hiller's (2005) proposition of
the predictive ability of this issue. Three respondents were unable to quantify the value
of each of these decisions, and this aspect will be discussed in Chapter six.
Table 5. 1 4
Respondents CSE leveis and Large Stake Initiatives Relationships

Respondent CSE Level
Ranking

64 but less than
61 but less than
58 but less than
55 but less than
52 but less than
4 9 but less than
46 but less than
43 but less than

Respondent SM Large Stake
Initiatives Ranking

67: R1 &R7= 1 st
64:
6 1 : RS = 3rd
58:
55:
52: R2 =4th
=Sth
49: R3
46: R6 =6th
R4 =7th

R1 = 2nd & R7= 3rd
RS = 1 st
= 3rd
R3 = 3rd
R6 = 3rd
R4 = 3rd

R2

Hambrick and Hiller ' s (2005) proposition regarding this issue 1s that the greater a
CEO' s CSE, the greater will be the deviation of an organisation' s strategy from
industry norms. This may be due to the CEO' s extreme confidence in their SM
decisions; their belief in their abilit-y to successfully implement these decisions and
overcome any problem that may occur as a result of these decisi ons (Hambrick &
1:-lillerl, 2005).
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Page 121 not present in original

Table 5. 1 5
Respondents CSE levels· and Deviation of Strategyfrom Industry Norms Relationships
Respondent CSE Level Ranking
64 but less than
6 1 but less than
58 but less than
55 but less than
5 2 but less than
4 9 but less than
46 but less than
43 but less than

Respondent SM Deviation from Industry
Norms Ranking
Rl + R7= No correlation

67: Rl &R7= 1 st
64:
6 1 : R5 =3rd
58:
55:
5 2 : R2 =4th
49: R3 = Sth
46: R6 =6th
R4 =7th

R5

= No

R2
R3
R6
R4

= 3rd
= No correlation
= 1 st
= 1 st

correlation

-cos ' mn.1a
. ..... t·1ves
o. o.,v? purstm:.... o.-F �.....
..,.

,A

Hambrick and Biller's (2005) proposition regarding this issue is that the greater a
CEO's CSE, the greater will be the organisation' s persistence in pursuing strategies that
were launched by the CEO. This may be due to the CEO ' s extreme confidence in their
SJ\A decisions; their belief in their ability to successfully implement these decisions and
overcome �lly problem that may occur as a result of these decisions (Hambrick et al,
2005).
Table 5 . 1 6, page 124 and Chart 5 . 1 0, page 124 demonstrate this comparison which
suggests a positive relationship in all respondents regm-d:ing their CSE levels and the
level of large stake initiatives in their organisations' SM decision making process .
These results suggest partial support for Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) proposition .
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In this section, as for the previous two, a descriptive qualitative analysis conducted on
Hambrick and Biller' s (2005) in:..depth interview questions is presented and compared
with the quantitative data results. This anaiysis is in the context of organisational
performance; itself an outcome of the SME SM quality and the final dependent variable
in Parker's (2005) SME SMDM model presented in Figure 3 . 1 , page 7 1. In sum it will
discuss the level of support for Hypothesis 3 viz:
*

Hypothesis 3 : The greater the CEO's core self evaluation, the more extreme the
organisation's performance.

5. 7. 1 Wins and losses
Hambrick and lliller's (2005) proposition regarding this issue is that the greater a
CEO's CSE, the more extreme will be the organisation's performance. This may be due
to the CEO' s extreme confidence i11 their SM decisions at the upper end of the CSE
continuum leading to na'ive, even foolish behaviours (Hambrick et al, 2005). This may
result in extreme wins or losses.

Table 5 . 1 7 on page 1 26 demonstrates this comparison, which suggests no relationship
in any respondent regarding their CSE levels and the level of large stake :iilitiatives in
their organisations' SM decision making process. These results suggest no support for
Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) proposition on this issue.
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Table 5 . 1 7
Respondents CSJ,_; level� and SivlH Pe1:formance Relationships

Respondent CSE Level Ranking
64 but less than
61 but less than
58 but less than
55 but less than
52 but less than
49 but less than

67: Rl &R7= 1 st
64 :
61 : R5 =3rd
58:
55:
52: R2 =4th

4ti_ but less than 49: R.3
43 but less than 46: R6
R.4

Respondent SME Peifonnance Rankin!!
Rl =No greatest win or loss

& R7=Greatest win:$ 1 5111 Greatest loss: Losing
staff

R.5 = Steady growth
R2 = No greatest win. Greatest loss:
New Product failure; Tndustry Downturn

=5th
=6th
=7th

R3 = No great wins or l osses
R6 = No great wins or losses
R4 = Steady growth

There appears to be very little support for Hambrick and Biller's (2005) proposition
regardin g the affect of CSE on S1vrE petformance.

Respondent R7 although

experiencing a major win of $ 1 5 111, achieved this as a cost saving resulting from a
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was not as a result of the CEOs strategic decision that a win was achieved, as there was
an emotional loss of having to retrench many staff which offset the material cost
savmg. .All respondents talked in terms of the biggest wm as being either steady
growth, or operating a profitable busin.ess, allowing their organisations to survive.
Based on these results, the findings suggest no support for hypothesis three, an.d thus
hypothesis three is rej ected.
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This chapter commenced with an outline of the organisational profiles of the
paiiicipants and respondents; provision of a brief description of their characteristics;
and a comparison of them with their cohotis in this researcher' s foundation study. It
then moved on, employing the SME SMDM model to ana1yise, present and discuss the
quantitative and qualitative data gathered from the questionnaires; employing the
recurring themes and issues. This study's findings were presented within three main
themes and their relevant issues.

The first theme is an analysis that discussed the findings in relation to how CSE affects
the CEO' s SM decision making process construct. This section on the strategic
decision management process is central in the study's findi,11gs. It suggests partial
support for hypothesis one; that the greater a CEOs CSE; the less comprehensive will
be the organisation's CEO's S1Vf decision-making process. Further, it suggests that
there is partial supp01i for Hambrick and Biller's (2005) propositions that the greater a
CEOs "CSE; the greater wiil be the organisation' s CEO's SM decision making speed;
and the greater will be the centralisation of an organisation' s CEO' s SM decision
making process.

The second theme is an analysis that discussed the findings in relation to how CSE
affects the CEO' s decision quality construct. It suggests partial support for hypothesis
two; that the greater a CEOs core self evaluation; the less wiil be the quaiity of the
executive' s strategic choices made. Further, it suggests that there is partial support for
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Page 128 not present in original

CHAPTER 6 : DISCUSSION , IMPLICATIO NS &
CON CLUSIONS
6. 1 Introduction
As outlined in the previous chapter, Chapter 6 presents a comprehensive discussion in
relation to the research questions, their findings, and implications for theory, practice,
thinking and future research into how CSE and (Hyper-) CSE in particular, may affect
how SME CEOs make SM decisions.

Although an exploratory study, the j oint

qualitative and quantitative approach which was facilitated by the employment of
Bono Erez, and Thoresen's (2003); and Hambick and Biller's (2005) CSE measuring
instruments; have not only provided rich qualitative data; however also important
insights into the levels of support for three hypotheses. This approach has facilitated a
meaningful exploration of the EH concept and its affect on how SME CEOs make SM
decisions; resulting in the achievement of the research objectives.

The chapter commences with an overview of the issue of the application of
management theory developed thus far regarding how SME CEOs make decisions. It
then moves on to discuss the three main themes and issues of the findings: the CEO
decision-making process; decision quality; and organisational performance. From there
it outlines the implications for theory, thinking, research and practice. Finally it
presents the study' s conclusions.
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6.2 Application of Management Theory to how SME CEOs Make
SM Decisions
As outlined in chapter 2, unfortunately there is a dearth of management theory which
can be currently applied to how SME CEOs make decisions. Given the need identified
in this gap in the literature for major research streams to be developed to provide a
better fit of corporate SM concepts and frameworks, to inform effective methods and
thinking for many types of CEOs; there is also an imperative to identify how CEOs
make decisions. By doing so, this may provide an understanding of this key aspect of
, the SM pro'cess. This in turn may provide a better fit of corporate SM concepts and
frameworks than has been available to date; which may then be employed to better
inform effective methods and thinking for many types of CEOs. The SME SMDM
model for example, developed and presented in Chapter 2, which was employed for the
purpose of this research; represents one attempt to build concepts and a framework to
facilitate these goals. The next section discusses the researcher's effort to meet the
imperative for research in this area; and the findings relating to the research questions.

6.3 Discussion of the findings relating to the research
questions
As outlined in this chapter introduction, this current study examined Hambrick and
Hiller' s (2005) recent conceptualization of EH measured via the recently validated
CSES (Durham, Judge, & Locke, 1 997). Further, EH's affect on how CEOs make SM
decisions was explored. In sum this study provides both a contextual and empirical
flavour to inform researchers; academics, governments and executive management
practitioners on the successful management of executive hubris in the future. These
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elements may assist mitigate the negative effect EH may have on how CEOs make
decisions, and thus this mitigation may assist improve SME organisational
performance.

Pursuant to its objectives, this research investigated and determined whether there is
any support for the recent foundation study findings presented in chapter three; which
suggests there is anecdotal evidence for Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) assertion that
there may be a positive correlation between (Hyper-) CSE; the CEO's decision making
, process; quality of choices made; and organisational performance.
Three research questions formed the premise for the investigation viz:
•

Does an organisation 's strategic decision processes become less comprehensive
if a CEO has h ubris in their personality?

This question examined the affect of various CSE levels on three key dimensions of the
CEO's decision making process: comprehensiveness; speed; and centralisation.

•

Does an organisation's strategic decision quality deteriorate if a CEO has
hubris in their personality?

This question examined the affect of various CSE levels on three key predictors of the
decision quality: the number and quantum value of large stakes initiatives launched by
the CEO each year over the last five years; strategy deviation from industry norms; and
persistence in pursuing strategic initiatives launched by the CEO.
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•

Does an organisation's performance become more extreme if a CEO has
hubris in their personality?

This question examined the affect of various CSE levels on two key predictors of
organisational performance: big wins and big losses. The following discussion
addresses these three research questions.

6.3.1 The SME strategic management decision makin g process
This study has identified partial support for hypothesis one which postulates that the
higher the level of CSE, the less will be the comprehensiveness of the SME CEO 's
decision making process.

Comprehensiveness

Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) propositions above are inconsistent with Fredrickson's
(1984); and Fredrickson and Mitchell 's (1 984) findings on the links between
comprehensiveness and performance. For example, in Fredrickson and Mitchell's
(1 984) investigation into comprehensiveness in the US forest products industry, which
has an unstable environment; these authors studied 109 executives in 27 firms in the US
Pacific Northwest. Developing a strategic decision scenario, the respondents were
asked to describe their organisations' SM decision making comprehensiveness given a
particular SM problem. The findings suggest a negative relationship between
comprehensiveness and performance in an unstable environment.
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Further, in Fredrickson's ( 1984) extension of the Fredrickson et al ( 1 984) study, the
findings suggest there is a positive relationship between comprehensiveness and
pe1fonnance in a stable environment. Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) proposition differs
regarding their expectation of the outcome in performance as a result of reduced
comprehensiveness from Fredrickson' s ( 1984); Fredrickson and Iaquinto' s (1989); and
Fredrickson and Mitchell's (1984) studies. Whereas Hambrick and Biller' s (2005)
proposition suggests regardless of industiy environmental stability, a reduction in
Gomprehensiveness may ultimately lead to reduced organisational performance;
Fredrickson ( 1984) and Fredrickson and Mitchen (1984) assert that the level of
environmental stability moderates comprehensiveness's affect on organisational
petformance.

On the other hand however, Hambrick and Hiller's (2005) proposition is consistent
with Deckro, Jones and Jones's (1 994) findings. For example, in an investigation into
strategic decision processes in mattix organisations which were developed to facilitate
adaptability in unstable enviromnents (Deckro et al, 1994); Deckro, et al (1 994)
conducted a stL1dy on 27 matrix organisations. The findings suggest the higher the level
of comprehensiveness, the better the organisation's performance in oll unstable
environment.

Bearing in mind Fredrickson (1984) and Fredrickson and IV!itchell (1984) are not able
to identify causality between comprehensiveness and organisational performance;
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Hambrick and Hiller's (2005) proposition is consistent with Deckro Jones and Jones's
(1 994) findings which suggest causality between comprehensiveness a_nd organisational
pe1fonnance; support is found in the literature for the efficacy of the SME S1\ADM
model employed for the pm-pose of this research.

Speed and centralisation

There also appears to be partial support in this cU1Tent study' s findings for Hambrick
and Biller's (2005) propositions regarding the affect of CSE on the speed ai--id
centralisation of the CEO's decision-making process; two key factors that affect
comprehensiveness, which the SME SMDM model identifies. For example, the model
identifies speed and centralisation as being two dimensions of the SME CEO's decision
-making process; the first concept in the model.

In conciusion, whilst this section has discussed the affect CSE leveis may have on
comprehensiveness; its associated concepts of speed and centralisation ; the next section
will employ this author's model to discuss the issue of how CSE levels may affect
decision quality; the second concept in this model.

6.3.2 SME CEO's decision quality
The discussion on a CEO' s decision quality in this section revolves around this
current study' s identification of partial support for hypothesis two; which postuiates
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that the higher the level of CSE, the less will be the quality of the CEO's decision. As
presented in Chapter 5, there are three known factors that constitute the CEO's SM
decision quaiity: the quantum and value of large stake initiatives; deviation of strategy
from industry norms; and persistence in pursuing strategic initiatives launched by the
CEO.

Quantwn and value of large stakes initiatives

This study's findings suggest very limited support for Hambrick and Hiller's (2005)
proposition of the predictive abiiity of CSE regardin_g the quantum and value of large
stake initiatives, a proposed factor in Hambrick and Hiller's (2005) SME executive's
decision quality concept. Only two respondents fell within Hambrick et al's (2005)
proposition track illustrated in Chart 5. 7, page 1 1 8 : the respondents with the third
iowest and the second highest CSE levels. No linear relationship bet<.veen CSE levels
and quantum large stake initiatives appears to exist. Further, three respondents were
unabie to quantify the value of each of these quantum decisions. This was due to the
fact it appeared to be very difficult for them to quantify the value to their organisation
of the ievel of the quantum decision quality.

All respondents advised that to separate out individual quantum SM decisions, and
then quantify the value to the organisation is virtually unachievable, as there are so
many other factors in the organisation that decision may affect or interact with. They
had difficulty in providing an accurate estimate for this factor. They also rep01ied
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maki.11g quantum decisions based on strategic opportunities or problems, which did not
provide support for Hambrick and Biller's (2005) proposition of the predictive ability
of CSE regarding the quantum and value of large stake initiatives. For exarnple one
respondent who conducted quantum versus incremental decisions did so due to the
stage in the life cycle his business was at; and the other due to the natlire of the
industry.

The reasons for the non-correlation of this data, may lie in Hambrick and Hiiler's
(2005) approach and logic applied to the research problem. For sme Dmham Judge and
Locke's ( 1997) CSES has been empirically tested and validated over a five year period
between 1 997 and 2003, as outlined in Chapter two; which suggests the validity and
reliability of that instrument. However; Hambrick and Biller's (2005) CSE
measurement instrument is based on and developed in part from previous research these
authors selected, relating to strategic choice (Chen & MacMillan, 1 992; Roll, 1 986).

In Chen and MacMillan' s (1992) study for example; hypothesised relationships
regarding action i rreversibility which is a key factor in quantum high sta,_1<:e SM
decisions as Hambrick and Hiller (2005) assert; were tested on 32 strategic moves
made by US airlines with operating income of over $US 1 00111 per annum.

The

question needs to be asked as to how relevant the fi.11dings from the corporate sector are
to SMEs, and if as Chapter l suggests, it is not, then there may be confounding data in
the results, leading to bias. This may be one reason for the non-conelation of the
results, contradicting Hamrick and Hiller' s (2005) expectations.
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Further, in Roll's ( 1986) meta-analysis and testing of this author's hubris hypothesis
which holds that, on average, decision makers in acquiring firms pay too much for their
targets; stock market samples were taken from the New York Stock Exchange, and the
London Stock Exchange. Similar to the outcome regarding the logic Hambrick and
l-liller (2005 ) applied to Chen and MacMillan's (1992) example above; there may be
confoundii1g data i._11 these results too; leading to bias. This may be a second reason for
the non- correlation of the results, contradicting Hamrick et al's (2005) expectations.
In conclusion, for future research it may be better to develop the quantum large stake
initiative question after conducting a meta-analysis of the literature with regard to the
differences between the way CEO entrepreneurs in SMEs make their SM decisions
versus CEOs in_ a corporate environment. For example Barney and Basinets ( 1 9 97)
examines these differences with regard to biases and heuristics in the decision process.
Over-confidence and representativeness were th e tvto variables stt1died, and the
findings suggest strong support for these authors' hypothesis which postulates
entreprenems are more susceptible to the use of decision-making biases and heuristics
than a�e managers in large organizations·. This approach and logic may eliminate
confounding data by examining other key differences between the two by employing
the SME SMDM model, a lens better suited for focusing on SJViEs.
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Deviation ofstrategyfi'Oln i1idustry norms

This study's findings suggest ve1y little support for Hambrick and Hiller's (2005)
proposition of the predictive ability of CSE regarding the degree of deviation of
strategy from industry nonns, another proposed factor in

SME SM decision quality.

No respondents fell within Hambrick and Hiller's (2005) proposition track illustrated in
Chart eight on page 126; therefore no linear relationship between CSE levels and the
degree of deviation of strategy from industly norms appears to exist.

The reasons for the nil relationship of factors in this data may also lie in Hambrick et
al's (2005) approach and logic applied to the reseasch problem as alhtded to in the
previous sub-heading. For example, Hambrick and Hi11er's (2005) rely in part on
Deephouse's ( 1 997) study on deviation of strategy from industry nonns to develop their
proposition for this issue.

Employing Deephouse's (1 997) the01y of _strategic balance, these authors expect that
the level of an S1V1i£ CEO's CSE may increase or decrease pressmes to be different or
to be the same. However the empirical support for the theory found is in a longitt1dinal
study of commercial ba..nks - corporate organisations, not SMEs. In conclusion, to
eliminate confounding data being generated from this approach, it is recommended the
possible solution in the previous sub-heading be employed for future research.
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Persistence in pursuing strategies launched by the CEO

This study' s findings suggest partial support for Hambrick and Hiller's (2005)
proposition of the predictive ability of CSE regarding the persistence in pursuing
strategic initiatives lam1ched by the CEO, another proposed factor in the SME
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proposition track illustrated in Chart 5. 1 0, page 1 24; one fell close to it, and three fairly
close to it. This suggests there is a possibility that future rese�rch may identify a linear
relationship between CSE levels and the persistence in pursuing strategic initiatives
launched by the CEO.

It wi!i be necessaty however, to follow the recommendations outlined on page 1 38 to
eliminate confounding data regarding this issue. This is due to the fact that once again
Hambrick and Hiller (2005) employ the logic and approach of some of the strategic
persistence literature, where the sampie is restricted to large firms because data on top
managers of SMEs are often inaccessible (Finklestein & Hambrick, 1 990). In extending
their argument to CSE for persistence partly being the

product of executive

personality, Hambrick et al (2005) draw on in part for example from Audia, Locke and
Smith' s (2000) study on the US airline i.11dustiy- a corporate, not an StAE environment.

In conclusion, whilst this section has discussed the affect CSE levels may have on SME
executives' decision quality, the next section will employ the SME SMDM model to
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discuss the issue of how CSE levels may affect organisational performance; the third
concept i.11 this model.

S.3.3 Organisationa! pet1ormance
In this final theme, the discussion on organisational perfonnance revolves around this
current study's identification of no support for hypothesis three, and therefore it is
rejected. It postulates that the higher the level of CSE, the less will be the performance
of the organisation. As presented in Chapter five, there are tvvo proposed factors that
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wins and big losses.

This stlldy' s findings suggest no support for Hambrick and P_._iller's (2005) proposition
of big wins and big losses beii-ig associated with organisational performance. All
respondents advised that they have never experienced big wins or big losses as a result
of their SM decisions. Rather, most advised of steady profitable growth. A reason for
this 1101J_-C01Telatio11 between the level of CSE and organisational performance may be
as follows.

It may be that SJ\.,1E CEOs differ in their levels of risk avers1on versus CEOs of
corporate concerns. All respondents advised that their respective organisation 1s
dependent on private capital generated from their own family equity; secured by family
assets. As a result this capital is a scarce resource that has to be protected at all costs, to
ensure adequate cash flows for organisational survival. On the other hand, CEOs of
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corporate organisations are not employing their personal wealth for survival, and so it
may be that there is a much lower level of risk aversion in these CEOs as a result.
Supporting the probability of the higher levels of risk aversion evident in the SME
respondents, these SME CEOs all expressed aversion to investing in big win scenarios,
preferring to steer a steady profitable course, over the long term. In conclusion, once
again it may be necessary to follow the recommendations outlined on page 1 3 8 to
eliminate confounding data regarding this issue. In conclusion, whilst the last three
sections have discussed the findings, and provided insights into the results, the next
, section will discuss the implications of the findings for theory, research, thinking,
management and practice.

6.4 Implications of the findings
This section discusses the implications of the findings for theory, research, thinking,
management and practice.
Implications for theory
The implications for theory are that the SME SMDM model has identified that
executive hubris may have a direct negative causal affect on comprehensiveness, a
dimension of the SME CEO 's decision- making process; and an indirect causal affect
on comprehensiveness via two factors of comprehensiveness itself - speed and
centralisation. This negative causal affect may lead to a reduction in the quality of the
SME CEOs decision directly; and indirectly via an increase in persistence caused by
executive hubris in pursuing strategic initiatives launched by the CEO. This in turn may
lead to a reduction in SME performance, caused directly by the reduction in the SME
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executive' s decision quality. Executive hubris however, may be moderated by the SME
CEO ' s decision process and the SME CEO 's decision quality. However this moderated
level of executive hubris has an indirect affect on organisational performance. Figure
6. 1 below portrays an expanded SME SMDM model adapted from the SME SMDM
model, reflecting these implications for theory.

Strategic
management
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\
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Strategic
management
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'"
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1

i

Decision
quality
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Figure 7. 1. An extended SME SMDM model. Adapted from Parker (2005)

Implications for research
The first implication for research is that careful consideration needs to be given by
researchers before conducting future research into this topic, to ensure a meta-analysis
of the SME literature is conducted into the SME SM domain; as Hambrick and Hiller's
(2005) reliance on corporate literature to facilitate an SME CSE construct may have
resulted in confounding data; possibly providing some contradictory results. This issue
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underscores a fundamental message of this thesis that the current climate for SMEs is
one of high attrition (Beaver, 2002; McLarty, 2005); having to operate with the poor fit
of corporate strategic management concepts and frameworks employed to inform
methods and thinking for many types of SMEs, which are ineffective (Beaver, 2002;
McLarty, 2005).

The final implication is that these findings suggests that SME organisational
performance may be adversely affected by executive hubris via the affect executive
, hubris may have on how SMEs make SM decisions. As a result, researchers may need
to factor executive hubris into their deliberations for any future research on strategic
management matters.

Implications for practice
The implications for practice are that the SME SMDM model has identified that
executive hubris may have a direct and indirect negative effect on the SME CEO's
decision making process; conduct; the quality of their decisions they make as a result;
ultimfltely leading to an indirect negative affect on organisational performance.

To combat this adverse affect on the SME CEO and organisational performance
requires SME CEOs to become aware of executive hubris as a personality trait. Then
develop an understanding of how to

manage it to mitigate its negative affects. In

conclusion, the next section will suggest how to implement the findings discussed so
far in this chapter.
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6.5 Implementation· of the findings
This section suggests how to implement the findings presented in this Chapter 5 ; and
discussed thus far in this chapter. This study' s key findings are that executive hubris
may negatively affect how SME executives make decisions. This may occur through its
negative affect on decision speed and centralisation, two factors of comprehensiveness;
and comprehensiveness itself; a key dimension of the SME executive's decision
making process.
' There is a dearth of prescriptive literature on the topic to facilitate implementation.
However, the foundation study indicates that executive hubris can be measured by
employing Bono, Brez, and Thoresen's (2003) CSES, and Hambrick and Biller's
(2005) CSE questionnaire. The former is confirmed as a valid and reliable measure of
CSE as outlined in Chapter two; the latter a possible valid and reliable predictor of
decision speed, centralisation, and comprehensiveness as outlined in this chapter thus
far.

Employing these two measurements in practice as a self analysis tool, may assist
develop and facilitate a better understanding by CEOs of how executive hubris may be
present in their own personality; how it may affect how they make SM decisions; and
how they can mitigate its negative effects to improve their organisations' SM decision
quality and subsequent performance.
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Further development of management techniques that CEOs may find usefol to employ
to manage the affect executive hubris may have on how SME executives make
decisions, may include Parker's (2006) extended S1ViDM model in Figure 6 . 1 on page
1 42.

For example CEOs could incorporate this model into their management

tech.11ique; deploying it across the recently conceptualised hierarchical view by Parker
(2005) of the SM process portrayed in figure 2. 1, page 39. By doing so, for the first
time they wili have available an SME SMDM modei to inform practice, which may be
deployed and implemented as a gambit across the recently conceptualised SM domain
(Parker, 2005).

From there, SME CEOs may need to examine their practices of:

SM planning : Now that SME CEOs have available for the first time an SME SM
decision making theoretical framework specifically designed for SMEs in the form of
Parker's (2006) SME SMDM extended model; they need without delay to incorporate
strategic planning into the model, to inform _Practice and theory.

Speed of decision making:

SME CEOs will need to dete1mine if their speed of

decision making is due to their CSE level, in which case they may need to reduce that
speed. Alternatively if it is due to their age as Forbes (2005) asserts; and / or the growth
rate of the organisation as Joyce and Woods (2003) assert; then they can feel
comfortable maintaining that speed.
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Centralisation: SME CEOs need to identify if their degree of centralisation is due to
their CSE level, and if so, reduce both their CSE level ai,d their de1:,'Tee of
centralisation.

Comprehensiveness :

SME CEOs wiil need to determine if their CSE levels are

negatively affecting the comprehensiveness of their decision making process, and if so,
they must reduce their CSE levels; and increase the degree of comprehensiveness
throughout the SME SM decision making process.

Persistence in pursuing strategic initiatives launched by the CEO:

S1\1E CEOs

need to identify if their degree of persistence is due to their CSE level, and if so, reduce
both their CSE level and their degree of persistence.

In conclusion this section presents five general suggestions on how to implement the
findings presented in Chapter six; and discussed thus far this chapter. The next section
however, will discuss the limitations of the .research, with respect to the generalisability
of the findings.

6.6 Limitations of the research
As the sample is small; restricted to Perth and the South West of Western Australia;
and with only six respondents in the sample, it is not representative of the total
population, and sampling effors will have occmTed. On this basis caution must be taken
to understand its results are not generalisable across the rest of the Australian SME
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population, nor internationally. However, basic descriptive statistical analysis has been
able to be conducted, drawn from the responses to Hambrick and Biller' s (2005) CSE
questionnaire and Durham, Judge, and Locke' s (1 997) CSES, regarding the
quantitative component of the data. This basic descriptive statistical analysis facilitated
a simple correiation analysis which provides some of the results regarding the level of
support presented for the hyp otheses postulated.

However the research has been designed as an exploratory study only, relying on
evidence from two measming instruments. The purpose was to determine if there is any
qualitative or quantitative evidentiary support for three of Hambrick and Hilier's (2005)
seven propositions; developed into research questions and then three provisional
hypotheses by the researcher. In this context, the results are interesting and may prove
to be helpful to infonn future theory, research, and practice.

The resuits suggest there 1s indeed support, and this indicates future full scale
qualitative and quantitative research may be worthwhile; as even with this small
sample'; there is evidence that the CSE construct may well prove to be a valid and
reliable one to measme the concept of (Hyper-) CSE in executives. If the constrnct is
able to be validated, it may become a useful instrument with which to measure the
effect of executive hubris on SMEs success and failure rates, which may assist to
inform foture method, insights, and practice, with a view to reducing SJVIE attrition in
the medium to long term.
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6. 7 Contribution of 'this research
A significant contribution to theory, research, and practice has been made due to the
completion of this current research notably:

1) Provision of key insights into the nature of executive hubris: Employing for the
first time to the best of this researcher's knowledge and belief, Hambrick and Hiller's
(2005) recently conceptualised CSE construct to measure the level of CSE in SME
CEOs personalities; the findings confirm that the nature of EH is as a personality trait
' that manifests at the upper end of Durham, Judge, and Locke's ( 1 997) CSES
continuum, as Hambrick and Hiller (2005) expect. Executive hubris's nature has been
identified from the findings; for the higher the level of CSE, the more outcomes that
reflect the nature of executive hubris become apparent, albeit in smaller quantities,
however indicative of the concept.

2) Provision of key insights into the impact of executive hubris on the SME
executive's decision process: The impact of EH on the SME executive' s decision
process is that decisions become faster; more centralised, and less comprehensive as the
CSE level rises, due to the nature of executive hubris's effect as a personality trait
along this CSES continuum. This trait may make SME CEOs over-confident; reluctant
to delegate; and attempt to conduct all strategic decision processes themselves. They
may feel due to this trait's influence on their thinking, no-one else can make as good a
strategic decision, nor understand the comprehensiveness of that process as well as
they do (Hambrick & Hiller, 2005).
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3) Provision of key insights· into the impact of executive hubris on SME executives'
decision quality: The impact of executive hubris on decision quality is that decisions
are pursued longer than they should be as the CEO CSE level rises. This insight is
consistent with Hambrick and Biller's (2005) expectation that high level CSE CEOs
may persist in their chosen strategies due to the trait influencing their belief that they
can be extremely confident in any decision they make; their ability to implement them;
and to overcome any post-decision difficulties the strategies may bring; even in the face
of disconfirming evidence.

4) Provision of key insights into the impact of executive hubris on organisational
perfor mance: The impact of executive hubris on the organisational performance is an
indirect one, which may be moderated by the SME executive's decision making process
and decision quality. This insight is the first indication there is not a direct effect on
organisational performance by executive hubris. This makes it all the more imperative,
as pe1formance is indirectly affected by executive hubris; to constantly monitor all
aspects of this researcher's extended S1\1E �1VIDM model and hierarchai view of SM to
identify all aspects in these two tools that may be :impacted by executive hubris, to
attempt to eliminate this impact.

5) Contribution to the knowledge regarding SMEs.
This research has served to extend the body of knowledge about Sivffis, by contributing
a view of EH and its possible affect on how SME CEOs make decisions; and how those
decisions may affect organisational performance. Fmther it has for the first time to the
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best of this researcher' s knowiedge and belief provided researchers with a definition of
strategic management that may be useful ii'l future SME studies. It has also identified
for the first time to the best of this researcher's knowledge and belief that an
executive's personality may be a factor in SME performance.

The findings have also extended the body of knowledge about SMEs by providing
support for Beaver's (2002) assertion that the SJ\/iE CEO's SM decision process is very
informal. The findings also for the first time to the best of this researcher' s knowledge
and belie±� provide support for Beaver's (2002); and Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005)
assertions that SME CEO's SM decisions are intertwined with the psychological make
up of the profile of the CEO. Finally, these :findings also for the first time to the best of
this researcher's knowledge and belief, provide support for the broad view is that it is
personality that may in pm·t detennine how SME CEOs make SM decisions (Miller &
Toulouse, 1 982; Miller et al, 1 986, 1 986a, 1 986b; Kahn & Manopichetwattana, 1 9 89;
Hodgkinson, 1 992; Higgins, 2000; Kets De Vries; Sanner-Leroy, 2004; Hambrick et al,
2005).

In conclusion these findings cement Beaver et al's (2004) argument that it is personality
that may partly determine success or failure in SMEs. Hambrick and Biller's (2005)
work on executive hubris has provided the research stream regarding how SMEs make
SM decisions. This current resem·cl1 to the best of the researcher's knowledge and
belief� has extended the body of lmowledge

i._11

this stream with a contribution that may

assist in gaining a .better understanding of not only how SME CEOs make SM
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decisions; but also how EH ·may affect those decisions. This contribution offers new'
interesting, and compelling insights for SME CEOs seeking to employ SME SM the01y
to inform practice with a view to improving their decision making. For certain
however; much remains to be done to move the body of knowledge from its present
position in the exploratory phase, and this aspect will be discussed in the next section.

6.8 Potential for further research
There is an imperative for further research to extend the body of knowledge about how
Siv1E executives make decisions. This study may provide the basis for the development
of causal research to investigate the strength of the relationship between EH and the
SME CEO's decision making process. The direct links between executive hubris,
decision speed and centralisation; the direct links between decision speed, centralisation
and comprehensiveness; and the direct and indirect link between executive hubris and
comprehensiveness with an analysis of these factors' affect on the SME CEO's
decision making process need to be investigated. Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005) recently
conceptualised CSE construct to tap CS_E in SME CEOs' personalities, D urham,
Judge, and Locke's ( 1 997) CSES, and the findings of this current stndy may also play
a roie in any future study. For example a full empirical study may be conducted on the
basis of a path analytical investigation to detennine the efficacy of this cmTent research.

This study also highlighted other areas for further investigation:
e

The effect of the SME executive' s decision making process on SME CEOs'
decision quality;
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The affect of EH on · persistence in pursuing strategic initiatives launched by a
CEO;

111

The affect of SME CEOs' decision quaiity on organisational performance;

e

The affect of organisational performance on organisational success and failure
rates;

e
e

An extension of the stl1dy of executive hubris into the corporate environn1ent.
SJVlE CEO Age and gender demographic research regm·ding the role these two
factors play in determining who becomes and maintains their position as an
SME CEO.

These areas await causal exploration in this important field of SME strategic
management. The adoption of the field of the SME CEO's SM decision making process
as an area for reseasch and study may be of i1mnense import to inform theory, practice
and governance. By assisting academics, practitioners, and governments provide the
best SME CEO SM decision making framework to assist improve SME smvival rates;
the field may also better inform those intimately involved in the SME; a situation that
has been long overdue for at least the last twenty years.

6.9 Conclusion
This study was exploratory and examined the nature of the recently conceptualised
notion of executive hubris; and in pmiicular the affect EH may have on how SME
CEOs make decisions. In Chapter 1 , the introduction commenced with the background
to the research, explaining that further research on how SME CEOs make decisions is
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an imperative. It then outlined the primary research problem and from there it provided
justification for the research. Next it presented the methodology; outlined the thesis;
and the definitions employed in the study. Finally it discussed the study' s limitations
and assumptions.

In Chapter 2, the literature review presented the context of the study; identified a major
gap in the literature which suggests that for twenty years there has been a dearth of
research on SME SM; and then presented a review of previous research on the topic
identified in the literature.

In Chapter 3 , a presentation of the research scope, objectives, questions, theoretical
framework and expected outcomes was provided. Chapter 4 presented a methodology,
providing support for the resem-ch methods.

Chapter 5 presented the research findings, which suggests support for two of the three
hypotheses postulated. The most striking feature of these findings is that there may
indeed 'be a direct link between executive hubris and the SME CEO' s decision making
process, and an indirect link_ between executive hubris and decision quality. However
any link between executive hubris and organisational perfonnance may be moderated
by the speed, centraiisation, and comprehensiveness of the S]\/IE CEOs decision making
process, and the resultant decision quality.
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Although EH was not reported by any respondents, the research questions were able to
be addressed. This was because although there was no evidence of EH in the sample;
the exploratory study' s main objective was to test Hambtick and Hiller's (2005)
propositions, not to test for the presence of EH; employing their recently developed
qualitative measurement instrument, and comparing those results with the quantitative
Core self evaluation scale (CSES). Hambrick and Hiller's (2005) qualitative instrument
proved accurate with regard to its predictive qualities when tested against Bono et ai's
(2003) CSES; which suggests it may be valid for more rigorous foture research to tiy
and identify EH In CEOs.

At each measured poii'lt along Bono's (2003) continuum; Hambrick and Hiller' s (2005)
results from the sample suggest support for their propositions except for one. EH only
manifests at the level of 70+ on Bono's (2003) continuum ; therefore the predictive
quality of Hambrick an Hiller' s Core self evaluation scale is sound. Just because EH
was not reported, does not in any way detract from the predictive quality of Hambrick
and Hiller' s core self evaluation qualitative instrument; as these authors' instrument
predicted each reported CSE level along Bono' s (2003) continuum.

Chapter 6 presented an overview of the current application of management theory to
how SME executives make decisions; a comprehensive discussion of the findings
relating to the research questions; their implications for theory, research and practice;
and suggestions on their implementation. Next it outlined the stu.dy's limitations; the
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contribution the research has made; and the identification of further research
opportunities.

In sum, this study has clearly identified that the recently conceptualised notion of EH
is measmable, that the recently developed CSE constrnct may hold promise as a valid
and reliable measure of EH in SME CEOs, and may be valid and reliable for CSE
concept operationalisation purposes. F urther the CSE construct may be useful in
predicting factors for those identified in this cmrnnt study, and those that may yet
r--emain to be identified.

AB such it may become a powerfui tooi to inform theory, research and practice not j ust
for SMEs however; also corporate organisations. Tf further research provides support
for this exploratmy study, then om personalities and their management in terms of how
strategic management is thought about may become recognised as critical factors that
affect the success of organisations. It is time to act, for twenty years has been lost
ignoring the imperative to assist the world' s most important econornic sector - The
SME little acorn - tomorrow's futLu-e great oak!
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APPEN DICES
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Appendix B: Qualitative Data CoUection Tools
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Appendix A: Quantitative Data Collection Tool:
A 1 : The Extended Bono Erez, and Thoresen (2003)
Q uestionnaire
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A l : The Extended Bono Erez; and Thoresen (2003) Questionnaire
CORE SELF EVALUATION STIJDY

Q U ESTIONNA IRE
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. Completion of this questionnaire
should take you between 1 0 and 1 5 minutes .
Instructions:
Below are several statements about you with which you may agree or disagree. Using
the response scale below, indicate your agreement or disagreement ,11,ith each item by
placing the appropnate number on the line preceding that item.
2
Very strongly Strongly disagree
disagree
1. -

3

Disagree

Sometimes, I feei depressed.

3-

When I try, I generally succeed.

4. -

Sometimes, when I fail I feel worthless.

5. -

I complete tasks successfully.

7. -

8. -

9. -

5

Neutral Agree

6

Sometimes, I do not feel in control of my work
Overall, T am satisfied with myself
l am filled with doubts about my competence.
I determine what will happen in my life.

1 0 . - I do not feel in control of my success in my career.
Il . - I am capable of coping with most of my problems.
1 2 . - There are times when things look pretty bleak and hopeless to me.
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7

Strongly Ve1y
agree strongly
agree

I am confident I get the success I deserve in life.

2. -

6. -

4

Appendix

a:· Qualitative Data Collection Tool:

B1 : The Hambrick and H iller (2005) Propositions I n-Depth
Interview Questions
The Strategic Management Decision Process:

1 . How comprehensive is your organisation's strategic decision process?
2. How long does it take you to complete strategic management decision process
on average, over a period of a year?
3 . How centralised is your organisation's strategic management decision making?

The Strategic Tvianagement Decision Quality

1 . What would b e the number and quantum of large stakes initiatives undertaken
by the organisation i.ti the last five years?
2. Does your organisation's strategy deviate from the industty in general at a11?
3 . How persistent is the organisation in pursuing your strategies you have
launched over the last five years?

The performance outcome

7. Can you describe the greatest wins, and the greatest losses the organisation has
experienced over the last five years for each of those five years?
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